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Fertilizer N is one of the most costly inputs in corn (Zea mays L.) and cotton
(Gossypium hirsutum L.) production and is a strong yield determining factor. Variable
rate N fertilization has the potential to improve resource use efficiency, profitability, and
help to minimize adverse environmental impacts. Vegetation indices (VIs) may be useful
for in-season crop health monitoring to assist in fertilizer N management and yield
prediction. This research determined the utility of aerial imagery in detecting corn and
cotton response to varying N supply using five selected VIs. The VIs derived from aerial
images, chlorophyll readings and tissue N for corn from V5 to V9 growth stages and
cotton beginning the 1st week of flowering through to late-flowering were used to relate
to fertilizer N rates and plant N status and yield. The results showed that VIs derived
from aerial imagery could be used to differentiate N supply and in-season grain yield of
corn beginning at V5 to V6; however, models from later growth stages had greater r2
values than earlier growth stages. Single variable models that used VI, chlorophyll
content, or plant N concentration as an independent variable were overall stronger than 2
variable Multiple Linear Regression models (MLRs). Three independent variables used

in MLRs contained multicollinearity. For cotton, the use of VIs derived from aerial
imagery to differentiate N supply may depend on environmental factors such as soil and
weather. However, VIs may be useful for in-season lint yield prediction beginning the 1st
week of flowering although later stages improved accuracy. The MLRs that were
developed with 2 independent variables may be more suitable for in-season lint yield
prediction than single independent variable models.
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INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen (N) is a key factor in crop growth and often a major limiting nutrient in
most agricultural soils. However, N fertilizers require large amounts of energy to
manufacture, and their use can result in undesirable off-site effects from runoff, gaseous
losses, and leaching. In corn production, N is typically the largest fertilizer expense.
Compared to most crops, corn requires a high dosage of fertilizer N as 50 to 60% of the
total aboveground tissue N ends up in harvested grain. Furthermore, corn per 254 kg
contains about 0.36 kg of N, so a 4.5 Mg/ha corn crop could remove about 24.1 kg ha-1 of
N from the field (Sawyer et al., 2006). Cotton also requires supplemental N fertilization
to achieve maximum profitability. Under-fertilization in cotton can result in reduced
fruiting site development, increase square and boll abortion, reduced lint yield, and
potentially reduced fiber length and strength (Arnall and Boman, 2013). Unlike cereal
grains, cotton can easily be impacted by over-fertilization. Over-fertilization can result in
excessive vegetative growth causing a delay in maturity and greater plant growth
regulator requirements to check unwanted growth. In addition, greater than optimal
fertilizer N rates may also contribute to increased disease and insect pressure (Main et al.,
2010; Main et al., 2011; Arnall and Boman, 2013). Precision agriculture (PA) provides a
way to adjust agricultural production inputs based on plant needs in a spatial context
within fields (Sui and Thomasson, 2006). Precisely matching N fertilizer rates to crop
1

needs maximizes benefits, while reducing negative environmental impacts (Scharf et al.,
2010; Phipps et al., 2004). Varying fertilizer N rates in PA could be determined in
various ways including accounting for soil test NO3- and NH4+, using crop reflectance
and vegetation indices, or yield goals. Yield goals or potential yield could also be used as
auxiliary data to primary indicators for varying fertilizer N rates. Fertilizer N rates are
usually based on an average of historical yields of 4 to 10 year (Gotway and Hartford,
1996). Nevertheless, historical yields are not strong enough proof of productivity as they
may or may not be spatially stable from year to year. Yield is most closely associated
with specific soil and weather conditions that can change annually (Lund et al., 2000). Inseason estimated yield may assist in refining fertilizer N rates as it allows for in-season
and in-field nutrient adjustments to reflect early crop development and growth conditions
(Raun, 2001). Remote Sensing has the capability to provide valuable information that
allows for the detection of plant nutrient deficiencies and remedy them with proper
nutrient rates. Used in conjunction with global positioning systems (GPS) and
Geographic Information System (GIS) for site-specific management provides farmers
with a tremendous wealth of real-time georeferenced data and information. Revisiting
georeferenced locations within fields across time allows for making repeated
measurements that can be used to calculated change over time and build data layers for
fields (Scharf et al., 2010). There are several studies which have been conducted with the
objective of using remote sensing to determine crop nutrient requirements (Blackmer et
al., 1996; Hatfield et al., 2008). Crop health conditions revealed early in a growing
season could be used to manage problems associated with crop yield indicators. Yield
and profit could be increased better matching of crop N demand with supply. Aerial
2

images have a high potential to facilitate development of variable N management
strategies as they are taken from above with a bird’s eye perspective of fields. Views of
wholly managed fields can provide quicker determination of crop health and possibly
result in lower costs of operation. Therefore, this experiment aims to study canopy
reflectance information from corn and cotton related to crop N status and response during
early growth stages using aerial images in order to evaluate crop yield prediction models
that could provide benefits as auxiliary data in variable rate fertilizer N management.
Research objectives were designed to define how crops respond to differing
fertilizer N rates at various pheno-stages such as V5 to V8 stages for corn and early
squaring to peak flowering in cotton. Furthermore, crop yield at different N rates will be
defined also. Vegetation indices were used as tools to study this phenomenon. The
correlation of all factors was studied. Finally, acceptable crop yield estimation models
were derived. Thus, the objectives of this project were:
1. To study reflectance information from aerial based remotely sensed at
early growth stages of corn and cotton in terms of correlation of fertilizer
N rates, plant biophysical data such as chlorophyll content and plant N
concentration, and yield.
2. To generate acceptable crop yield prediction models.

3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Nitrogen in Crop Physiological Development and Management
Nitrogen (N) is essential for plant growth as an important component of amino
acids and proteins, which are basic to plant structure, chlorophyll production, and
enzymes that are involved in plant growth processes (Buchholz, 1993; Johnson et al,
2005; Muñoz-Huerta, 2013). Because N is fundamental to chlorophyll, it directly impacts
the plant’s photosynthetic capacity. In addition, N prolongs the effective leaf area
duration and plant senescence. However, a large quantity of earth’s N is in the
atmosphere which is about 78 percent N2 gas. Nitrogen in this form is unavailable to most
plants directly. In addition, N is one of the most dynamic elements in the earth’s
biosphere; it undergoes transformations that constantly convert it between organic,
inorganic, gaseous, and mineral forms (Johnson et al., 2005). Normally, more than 95%
of soil N is in an organic form which plants cannot utilize. Organic N must first be
mineralized before it becomes available to the plant in the form of ammonium (NH4+)
and nitrate (NO3-). However, soil N supply is often limited, which forces farmers to apply
N fertilizers in order to achieve better crop yield. Nevertheless, farmers may apply excess
fertilizer N in an effort to maximize yield. Excess fertilizer N is susceptible to losses and
can contribute to environmental pollution as well as being an economic loss. Crop yield
is the prime goal of fertilizer N management on farms. The greatest efficiency occurs
4

when optimal N rates are applied at a time when the crop is actively absorbing it
(Johnson et al., 2005; Muñoz-Huerta, 2013). Therefore, fertilizer N management is
important both financially and environmentally. Currently, N practices for most crops
consist of a single uniform rate application across whole fields as well as whole farms
(Scharf et al., 2002).
For corn, N is not only important for promoting high levels of photosynthetic
capacity, effective leaf age, and delaying senescence, but it directly impacts corn grain
yield because it plays a role in ear and kernel initiation (Earl and Tollenaar, 1997).
Fertilizer N is a major cost of production and can contribute to degradation of the
environment in corn cultivation. Mississippi State University Extension Service
recommends using 0.59 kg of actual N for each bushel of corn yield goal (Larson and
Oldham, 2008). In the southern United State, N recommendations for corn are typically
based on corn yield goals due to warm, wet winters keep N from carrying over from year
to year (Larson and Oldham, 2008). However, farmers can use 10 to 15 % less N than
standard recommendations on highly permeable soils. These recommendations were
based upon using a split application strategy. Early season N application is susceptible to
losses during periods of heavy rainfall, so single full rate applications may tempt growers
to increase rates (Larson and Oldham, 2008). Nevertheless, split application of fertilizer
N is routinely practiced in Mississippi to reduce the susceptibility of N losses prior to
crop use (Larson and Oldham, 2008). Corn uses less than 10 % of its total N need prior to
rapid vegetative growth (Larson and Oldham, 2008; Larson; 2009; Bender et al., 2013).
High availability of N is required after V6 stage because a majority of N is used for leaf
blades, stalk, and leaf sheaths during V6 to R2 stages. In addition, N is gradually used
5

during grain fill and reaches a maximum of around 65% at the R6 growth stage. Also,
two-thirds of total plant uptake is acquired by the VT/R1 stage (Larson, 2009; Bender et
al., 2013). Therefore, farmers can use N more efficiently if they apply a small portion of
the total intended rate just after plants emerge. Mississippi State University Extension
Service recommends applying no more than one-third of the total N near planting or crop
emergence and applying the remaining N about 30 days later when corn is taller than 30
cm or at the V6 of growth stage (Larson and Oldham, 2008).
For cotton production, an adequate N supply is essential as sufficient N initially
supports rapid development of leaves and roots. In addition, N is a component of
chlorophyll; healthy leaves provide the photosynthetic capacity needed to support
developing bolls (Oosterhuis et al., 1983). Cotton accumulates a large portion of its N in
seed. An inadequate N supply during the vegetative period will slow or limit leaf
development. Excess amounts of N can be associated with boll shedding, but the primary
detriment is when surplus N encourages excessive vegetative growth and causes delays in
maturity and difficulty in defoliation. When this occurs, a poor boll set is caused by
vegetative shading and increased insect attractiveness (Silvertooth et al., 2011). To grow a
sufficient plant structure and root system to support high yields, cotton will effectively
use 4.54 grams of N for every 1.12 kg lint ha-1 (Livingston and Stichler, 1995). However,
cotton does not set bolls at every fruiting position, so there is a potential for excessive
fertilization. Inaccuracy in predicting cotton N requirements may result in excessive
vegetative growth when stress from lack of water or insects reduce the number of
developing bolls. Foliar fertilizer N may be used to supplement root absorption to help
set and fill late season fruiting forms (Livingston and Stichler, 1995). Cotton plants
6

require 10 to 20 % of their total N requirement at pre-bloom, and 78 % during boll
development. In addition, as bolls mature soil N should be depleted to increase the
efficiency of defoliants and to encourage greater uniformity (Livingston and Stichler,
1995).
Methods for Sensing Nitrogen Status and Crop Response to Fertilizer N
Fertilizer N optimization has become the object of intense research due to its
potential environmental and economic impacts. In addition, crop yield is affected by plant
N status. Traditionally, pre-plant soil nitrate tests have been used to determine N fertilizer
recommendations (Zhang et al., 1998). However, soil nitrate-N measured in early spring
is subject to leaching or can be lost as gas through denitrification when wet anaerobic
conditions exist. To complement soil testing and ensure that N is supplied in synchrony
with growth, in-season monitoring of plant N status may be an approach for each
particular season, field, and cultural practices which influence canopy structure. There are
several methods used to determine in-season crop N status. Each method has both
advantages and disadvantages. This review covers 3 methods for evaluation crop N
status; for example, the use of crop canopy reflectance, chlorophyll meter measurement,
and plant N tissue analysis.
Crop canopy reflectance for Crop Nitrogen status and Yield Study
Determining the amount of N needed by crops is a difficult task because of spatial
variability in soil N within fields (Oliveira, 2008). Normally, farmers apply a constant
rate of N across fields based on standard recommendations or adjusted for soil nutrient
analysis and plant tissue test results. Fertilizer N management based on pre-plant soil
7

tests or in-season petiole tests are expensive, time consuming, and labor intensive
(Gotway and Hartford, 1996). Therefore, management decisions are often based on a
minimal amount of random samples collected within a field. Large sampling grids or
random sampling do not typically describe in-field variability very well. This can result
in a less than optimal distribution of availability soil N relative to crop demand
(Shanahan et al., 2008; Ramirez, 2010; Scharf et al., 2010). Precision agriculture is an
emerging farm management strategy that is changing the way crop inputs are applied and
distributed (Liaghat and Balasundram, 2010).
Precision agriculture can harness recent advances in sensor technology. Remote
sensing technology allows non-destructive and, quick acquisition of information. It can
provide an alternative means for estimating or evaluating in-season plant N and spatially
variable fertilizer N application to improve crop management decisions (Ramirez, 2010;
Aparicio et al., 2012). Remote sensing is usually restricted to methods that detect and
measure electromagnetic energy including visible and non-visible radiation that interact
with surface materials and the atmosphere. Crop spectral reflectance has the capability of
detecting and delineating stress anomalies within crop production fields as well as
mapping spatial and temporal variation in crop growth (Scharf et al., 2010). Crop spectral
properties appear to be one of the most promising methods for diagnosing optimal N rate
and yield estimation. In addition, reflectance sensors allow real-time measurement of
crop spectral properties with nearly immediate translation into N rate decisions (Scharf et
al., 2010). Real-time knowledge of plant N status, vegetation indices, and in season yield
potential may be a key to timely application of supplemental N at a rate matched to
spatial variability in plant N demand.
8

Using crop spectral properties to evaluate vegetation biophysical variable, much
of this has involved the use of vegetation indices (VIs) (Jensen, 2000). Vegetation
indices are mathematical combinations that most commonly utilize reflectance in the
visible and near infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (Viña et al., 2011). Sui
et al. (2005) measured spectral reflectance from a cotton canopy in blue, green, red, and
near infrared wavebands with a modulated illumination to the cotton canopy and
calculated the plant nitrogen index (PNI). The PNI was closely correlated with both N
application rate (r2 = 0.74) and yield (r2 = 0.82). These results indicated that N deficiency
in cotton plants and cotton yield prediction can be identified as early as the mid-pinhead
square growth stage. Several studies have shown that fertilizer N rates, plant growth
stages, crop spectral reflectance, vegetation indices, and yield are correlated. Remote
sensing data could be used directly as single wavelength or vegetation indices for
fertilizer N management and crop growth condition studies. Vegetation Indices such as
Simple Ratio (SR), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Green
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI) are highly correlated with an N
sufficiency index and provide a rapid assessment of plant N status for mapping purposes
at the field scale (Hatfield et al., 2008; Nellis et al., 2009). For instance, Yang and
Anderson (1996) found that plant height, biomass, and yield were correlated with the
NDVI as well as the red spectral band and the green spectral band. Lough and Varco
(2000) evaluated the relationship between N treatment level and relative leaf reflectance
of cotton, and found that the greatest separation between N treatments occurred at the 550
nm (green) waveband. Bronson et al. (2003) reported that GNDVI has shown better
correlation to cotton leaf N than NDVI, while NDVI was correlated more strongly with
9

biomass and lint yield. However, VIs can result in low correlations with N and crop
growth conditions due to soil brightness interference. Ramirez (2010) reported that the
NDVI derived from the Green Seeker® sensor was subject to influence by soil
background reflectance. A strong positive correlation (r > 0.72) between NDVI and plant
height was confirmed. Seeding rate affected NDVI throughout the season, confirming an
effect of soil background noise on NDVI values. Therefore, some VIs such as
soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) and Modified Soil-adjusted Vegetation Index 2
(MSAVI2) were developed in order to reduce soil brightness effects. Bagheri et al.
(2012) used a soil brightness adjustment for vegetation indices, for example, SAVI,
MSAVI2, and OSAVI (optimized soil-adjusted vegetation index) for canopy corn N
content prediction in Pakdasht, Iran. The vegetation indices were calculated by using the
red and near infrared bands of the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER). The results showed that the relationships between N
content and VIs were strong (r2 ranged between 0.71 and 0.75), and MSAVI2 resulted in
the greatest r2. Bagheri et al. (2013) compared NDVI, SAVI, OSAVI, MCARI2
(Modified Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index 2), and MTVI2 (Modified Triangle
Vegetation Index 2) to predict corn canopy N content. The vegetation indices were
calculated by using spectral reflectance detected by ASTER. The MTVI2 was a good
predictor of corn canopy N content at V13 stage (r2=0.87). The NDVI was the poorest
predictor (r2 = 0.72) presumably due to its inability to remove soil effects. The SAVI,
OSAVI, and MCARI2 resulted in r2 values of 0.74, 0.73, and 0.79, respectively.
Not only are specific VIs important in plant N studies, but specific plant growth
stages also influence data quality. Shanahan et al. (2001) demonstrated that the time of
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corn pollination was not a good growth stage to estimate yield because of the various that
can cause tassel emergence dates to vary. Teal et al. (2006) reported that there were poor
exponential relationships between corn grain and NDVI during early growth stage (V6V7), while at V8 relationships were stronger. Yield potential could be accurately
predicted in season with NDVI. Varco et al. (2013) found that NDVI and GNDVI were
related to leaf and whole plant tissue N concentrations and whole plant N content at 6
fully collared leaves of corn, and to leaf N during early squaring of cotton. Raper et al.
(2013) used NDVI to predict cotton leaf N status before early flowering across different
N levels. They suggested that greater accuracy in the detection of cotton leaf N status
may require the utilization of an index which is less responsive to changes in plant height
or canopy architecture. Porter (2010) collected optical sensor readings from test plots to
determine cotton plant NDVI at different growth stages. Sensor readings were used to
develop two different algorithms used in the estimation of mid-season N needs of cotton.
Sensor readings collected between 40 and 60 days after planting were highly correlated
(average r2 > 0.80) with the final yield and N requirement.
Aerial imagery provides data in the form of photographs or digital images. They
have been widely used to identify relationships between spectral reflectance and N status,
and results can then be used to calibrate N for variable rate application in some crops.
Blackmer et al. (1996) used aerial images to compare the variability in leaf N deficiencies
in corn. They digitized aerial color photographic transparencies using an eight-bit scheme
to generate digital counts for the red, green, and blue primary colors in photographs at the
R5 growth stage of corn and related them to grain yield. Digital count responses were
relative to the N treatment in which grain yield plateaued. Red and green digital counts
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relative to those for the high N treatment provided better prediction of yield response than
relative blue counts in both years. In addition, black-and-white photographs taken with a
filter centered around 536 nm also predicted yield response to N well (r2 = 0.93). These
findings permit the use of low cost aerial photographs to characterize variability in crop
N status throughout entire fields. Gautam and Panigrahi (2007) used aerial images to
determine leaf N content of corn. Image processing techniques were developed to extract
statistical and textural features from multispectral bands of aerial images. Along with the
conventional image bands of red, green, and near-infrared, two additional image bands,
NDVI and GNDVI were derived. A radial basis function based on green vegetation index
texture (RBGvT) provided root mean square error of prediction of 6.6%, minimum
prediction accuracy of 88.8%, and a correlation coefficient of 78% for predicting leaf N
content under field conditions. Huang et al. (2013) reported that airborne multispectral
imaging is capable of providing data and information to study effects of inputs on cotton
yield. Airborne multispectral images were used to generate several vegetation indices.
Models for yield estimation were developed and verified by comparing estimated to
actual yields. Results indicated that the ratio vegetation index (RVI) had a close
relationship with yield (r2=0.47). Better yield estimation could be obtained using a model
with RVI and soil electrical conductivity (EC) measurements of the field as explanatory
variables (r2=0.53).
Yield monitors are a recent development in agricultural machinery that allows
grain producers to assess the effects of weather, soil properties, and management on grain
production. This is a logical first step for those who want to begin practicing site-specific
crop management or precision agriculture (Shearer, et al., 1999; Grisso et al., 2009). In
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general, yield goal represents the best achievable yield in the last 4 to 5 years. This
method of determining N fertilization rates has gone largely unchanged over the last 25
years. However, many growers are hesitant to establish site-specific yield goals using
yield data alone, even with multiple years of data because of a concern that historical
yields are not strong enough proof of productivity. In addition, studies that estimate crop
yields across board areas or regions lack sufficient field-level data. Generally, only mean
yield estimates for a given region are compared with the mean reported yields or the
correlation between reported and estimated yields at an aggregate level where official
statistics are available (Becker-Reshef et al., 2010; Sibley et al., 2013). Therefore, a
challenge remains at the farm level to develop more quantitative predictions of in-field
yield variation and to deliver them in time to effectively influence crop management
decisions. In-season estimated yield potential by location is needed to be viewed as
refined estimates of yield goal (Raun et al., 1999). Raun et al. (2001) found that
midseason estimates of potential yield of winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) could help
growers to adjust top-dress N applications. Their approach was based on pre-plant soil N
tests, within season rates of mineralization, and projected N removal. Potential grain
yields were estimated from several post-dormancy NDVI measurements normalized by
the number of growing degree days accumulated between the observation dates. Taylor et
al. (1997) mapped within-field variation of yield potential by high-resolution remote
sensing using airborne digital photographic (ADP) imagery. They found that yield
forecasted using the number of ears per unit area and the numbers of viable grains per ear
was linearly related to NDVI calculated from the ADP imagery.
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Ma et al. (2001) showed measurements of canopy reflectance at given stages of
development could be used to discriminate from low to high potential yields among
genotypes with known differences in potential grain yield and whether a consistent
relationship between yield and canopy reflectance could be used for screening and
predicting soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] yield. Canopy reflectance was measured
with a hand-held multispectral radiometer on three sampling dates (approximately R2,
R4, and R5 stages) for each site. Soybean grain yield was highly correlated with canopy
reflectance, expressed as NDVI at all sampling dates. Regression analyses showed a
positive relationship between NDVI and grain yield, with r2 values as great as 0.80 (P <
0.01) with progressive improvement from R2 to R5 stages. Shanahan et al. (2001)
utilized remotely sensed imagery to estimate corn grain yield. Different vegetation
indices were used as a means of assessing canopy variation and grain yield. Results
showed that GNDVI at mid-grain filling correlated the greatest with grain yield; strength
in relationships as measured by r2 values were 0.70 and 0.92 in 1997 and 1998,
respectively. Normalizing GNDVI and grain yield variability within hybrids improved
correlations in both years, but more dramatic increases were observed in 1997 (r2 0.70 to
0.82) than in 1998 (r2 0.92 to 0.95). This suggested that GNDVI acquired during midgrain filling could be used to produce relative yield maps depicting spatial variability in
fields, offering a potentially attractive alternative to using yield maps.
Diker and Bausch (2003) studied relationships between plant parameters (LAI,
dry meters and yield) and VIs (NRI, NDVI, SAVI, and the modified version of SAVI
(MSAVI). Canopy reflectance of corn was measured using a ground based remote sensor
at different growth stages (V6 to R3). Grain yield was well correlated with VIs at all
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stages, except at the V6 growth stage. At V6, NRI followed by NDVI had greater values
of r2, while the SAVI produced the lowest values of r2. Later in the growing season (V9
to R3) all the vegetation indices seemed to be very effective in predicting corn yield. The
NRI showed considerable consistency for correlating with corn grain yield; values of r2
were greater than 0.90, except at the V6 growth stage. However, results showed that the
NRI was a comparable estimator of potential yield to NDVI or to MSAVI. Panda et al.
(2010) used NDVI, GNVI, SAVI, and PVI derived aerial images for corn yield
prediction. The PVI grid images provided the greatest prediction accuracy. Huang et. al.
(2013) estimated cotton yield by using aerial multispectral imageries. Vegetation indices
were generated and used as a parameter for yield prediction. Results indicated that RVI
had a close relationship with yield (r2=0.47).
Chlorophyll Meter reading for Estimating Crop N and Yield Study
Leaf chlorophyll content is an important parameter that is frequently measured as
an indicator of leaf N content and general plant health (Muharam et al, 2014) because of
its close relationship with leaf N concentration and leaf greenness (Schepers et al., 1992).
Leaf greenness and chlorophyll content vary with stage of development, and growing
conditions that may be reflected in leaf photosynthetic rates (Dwyer et al., 1991;
Schepers et al., 1992). In addition, leaf greenness is expected to increase as soil N
availability increases. However, traditional extraction-based methods of measuring
chlorophyll content are lengthy and expensive (Richardson et al., 2002; Coste et al.,
2010). Chlorophyll meters such as the SPAD (Konica Minolta Optic, Inc., 2009)
determine the relative amount of chlorophyll rapidly and nondestructively and are
relatively inexpensive; in addition, they are portable and suitable for field use (Coste et
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al., 2010; Muharam et al, 2014). Handheld chlorophyll meters work based on two lightemitting diodes (LEDs) and a silicon photodiode receptor that measures leaf absorbance
in the red wavelength (650 nm) and infrared wavelength (940 nm) regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Absorbance is used to calculate a numerical SPAD value
which is a proportioned to the amount of chlorophyll present in leaves (Konica Minolta
Optic, Inc., 2009). Since chlorophyll content present closely related to plant nutrition, it
has been used as an indicator of plant health and plant nutrition; especially N.
Chlorophyll meters have been widely used to measure chlorophyll content (Uddling et
al., 2007). The relative amount of chlorophyll can be related to plant N status for refining
N application in many crops; for example, rice (Oryza sativa L.) (Turner and Jund, 1991),
corn (Dwyer et al., 1991; Schepers et al., 1992; Peterson et al., 1993; Dwyer et al., 1995;
Varvel et al., 1997), wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Follett et al., 1992; Uddling et al.,
2007), cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) (Wood et al., 1992 a and b; Bronson et al., 2001;
Buscaglia, 2000; Buscaglia and Varco, 2002; Rosolem and Mellis. 2010; Muharam et al,
2014), and sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.) (van den Berg et al., 2004).
Many studies have reported chlorophyll meter (SPAD) measurements to assess
corn plant N status. Dwyer et al. (1991) utilized a portable chlorophyll meter to monitor
leaf greenness in corn. Six corn (Zea mays L.) hybrids were grown under growth chamber
and field conditions. Extractable chlorophyll and SPAD meter values were used to assess
differences in leaf greenness at V10. Relationships between meter readings and
extractable chlorophyll concentration was described by a single linear regression (r2 =
0.83). In addition, they found that there was not a good relationship between SPAD
readings and chlorophyll concentration at very low chlorophyll concentrations. Dwyer et
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al. (1995) quantified the nonlinearity in chlorophyll meter response to corn leaf N
concentration. The paired chlorophyll meter and leaf N concentration data at growthstages ranging from 3 wk before anthesis to 5 wk after anthesis were obtained from ear
leaves. They found that chlorophyll meter readings corresponded to increasing leaf N
levels. Schepers et al. (1992) reported that prior to silking, the youngest fully exposed
collared leaf was used to calibrate corn leaf N concentration as younger leaves were more
variable in chlorophyll measurements and generally tended to have lower readings. In
addition, areas near the base of younger corn leaves had significantly lower readings than
near leaf tips until after the leaf collar was fully exposed. Meter readings taken near the
mid-rib were greater than leaf margins due to thicker leaf tissue near the mid-rib. Corn
growth stages affected the ability of the chlorophyll meter to differentiate leaf N
concentration during early growth because there were similar chlorophyll meter reading
values between fertilizer N 90 kg ha-1 and higher rates. However, as the growing season
progressed, chlorophyll meter readings detected an apparent N stress at the 90 kg ha-1 N
rate. Different corn cultivars followed similar trends in terms of N concentration and
chlorophyll meter readings. There were significant differences in both N concentration
and chlorophyll meter readings across the three N rates. However, some hybrids reached
near maximum N concentration and chlorophyll meter readings at the 67 kg ha-1 N rate,
while others reached near maximum at the 202 kg ha-1 N rate. Bullock and Anderson
(1998) evaluated the chlorophyll meter (Minolta SPAD 502) for corn N management.
The research was conducted in Illinois during 1991 and 1992. Corn received fertilizer at
4 N rates (0, 90, 180, and 270 kg ha-1). Chlorophyll meter readings and leaf N
concentration were measured at V7, R1, and R4. The results showed that chlorophyll
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meter readings, leaf N concentration, and grain N concentration were affected by
fertilizer N rate. Relationships between chlorophyll meter readings and N fertilizer rates
were low, but significant (r = 0.22, 0.22 and 0.11 at V7, R1 and R4, respectively).
Relationships between chlorophyll meter readings and leaf N concentration increased as
growth progressed (r = 0.33, 0.35, and 0.78 at V7, R1, and R4, respectively). Chlorophyll
meter readings at V7, R1, and R4 were related to grain yield with r = 0.03, 0.41, and 0.81
respectively. They suggested that SPAD readings are useful in detecting N deficiencies in
growing crops, but cannot be used to make accurate predictions of fertilizer N needs.
Some studies demonstrated that chlorophyll meter readings are related to corn
grain yield response to fertilizer N rates. Berghoefer and Killorn (1994) set up an
experiment in 1991 at two sites in Iowa. The results showed that measuring chlorophyll
content of corn at the V6 stage were not affected by fertilizer N application methods. In
addition at V6, chlorophyll content in corn leaves appeared to be related to soil N and
grain yield. However, weather and hybrid made it difficult to develop a fertilizer N
critical level for optimal grain yield based on chlorophyll meter readings. Vetsch and
Randall (2004) conducted a field experiment at the University of Minnesota Southern
Research and Outreach Center, Waseca, MN. Corn was fertilized with anhydrous
ammonia without a nitrification inhibitor at a rate of 123 kg N ha-1 which was the
recommended rate for an expected corn yield of 9 to 11 Mg ha-1. The relative leaf
chlorophyll was measured by a SPAD meter at V6, V10, R1, and R3 growth stages. The
results showed that the relative leaf chlorophyll was highly correlated to relative corn
grain yield beginning at V10 (r2 = 0.84 to 0.88). The r2 values at R1 and R3 were equal to
or greater than 0.90. The relationships at V6 were intermediate in strength with r2 values
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ranging from 0.50 to 0.77. They suggested that the chlorophyll meter could be used as a
diagnostic tool to determine side-dress N needs under non-irrigated conditions at the V10
stage. Rostami et al. (2008) conducted field research during 2005 and 2006. The response
in grain yield, leaf and grain N concentration, and leaf chlorophyll content to varying
fertilizer N rates was determined. Chlorophyll meter readings (SPAD) were used to
measure dynamics of chlorophyll on the youngest fully developed leaves. Chlorophyll
meter readings increased with increasing fertilizer N rates, irrespective of growth stages.
Chlorophyll meter readings accurately predicted grain yield and leaf N concentration at
R1. Yield and chlorophyll meter readings increased significantly up to 400 kg N ha-1, but
did not significantly increase when fertilizer N was applied in excess of 400 N kg ha-1.
Zhang et al. (2008) used a chlorophyll meter (Minolta SPAD-502) to diagnose N
deficiencies of corn. Corn was planted at 3 sites from Iowa in 1998 to 1999. Fertilizer N
was applied at four rates; 56, 112, 168, and 224 kg N ha–1 at two locations, while a rate of
224 kg N ha–1 was changed to zero at a third location. Chlorophyll meter readings were
measured in June at (V6 to V9), July (V12 to R1), and August (R2 to R5). The results
showed that relationships between chlorophyll meter readings and grain yield in June
were the lowest (r2 = 0.82, 0.51, and 0.42 in site 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Strength of
relationships increased in July (r2 = 0.91, 0.74, and 0.71 in site 1, 2, and 3, respectively).
Strength in relationships declined in August (r2 = 0.83, 0.70, and 0.68 in site 1, 2, and 3,
respectively)
For cotton, chlorophyll meter readings have been used to evaluate cotton leaf N
concentration in order to predict in-season fertilizer N management. Buscaglia and Varco
(2002) conducted a greenhouse experiment with fertilizer N rates equivalent to 40, 80,
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120, and 160 kg ha-1. Chlorophyll readings were taken the second week of squaring
(SWS) and the second week of flowering (SWF). They found that chlorophyll meter
readings were linearly related to leaf N. In addition, the relationship at SWF (r2 = 0.95)
was stronger than the relationship at SWS (r2 = 0.40). Wood et al. (1992 a, b) found that
chlorophyll meter readings were highly correlated to cotton leaf tissue N concentration at
first square, first bloom, and mid-bloom. However, they concluded that more studies
were needed to adapt this tool for prediction of cotton N status. Bronson et al. (2001)
found that chlorophyll meter readings at first bloom and 5 weeks later were positively
affected by N fertilizer rate. However, in 1996, relationships were not observed at either
first bloom or 5 weeks later. In addition, Wood et al. (1992 a, b) found a consistent
relationship between chlorophyll meter readings and lint yield. Feibo et al. (1998) studied
relationships between chlorophyll meter readings and biophysical data such as leaf N
concentration, chlorophyll content, and yield traits in short-season cotton. The
experiment was conducted at two-locations at Zhejiang Agricultural University, China.
Fertilizer N was varied five to six levels. The results showed that there was a linear
relationship between chlorophyll meter readings and area-based leaf N concentration (r2 =
0.28). In addition, relationships between chlorophyll meter readings and chlorophyll
content were strong and linearly related (r2 = 0.73 to 0.78). A highly significant
relationship between chlorophyll meter readings and a daily increase in plant height was
observed during early flowering (r2 = 0.79). However, relationships between chlorophyll
meter readings and lint yield were curvilinear (r2 = 0.67 to 0.91 varying with growth
stages).
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Plant Tissue N Concentration and Crop Yield
Conventional methods of assessing plant N available are pre-plant soil NO3testing, and in-season plant tissue N analysis (Silvertooth et al., 2011; Muharam et al,
2014). Soil testing is a means of assessing how much available or mineral N is in the soil.
However, the presence of mineral N in soil does not necessarily mean crops will recover
all of it. In-season plant sampling can provide an indication of how much N the plant has
actually taken up and whether there is sufficient N at the time of the test, but plant N
concentration cannot predict future availability of N from the soil (ATESF, 2010). Plant
N tissue analysis has been widely used to supplement information from soil analyses and
from soil mineral and organic N analyses, enabling growers to better manage fertilizer N.
Nevertheless, plant N levels are dynamic as they change over the growing season and
years. In addition, plant tissue N levels vary among different plant genotypes, organs, and
plant age (Gerik et al., 1998). In normal plants, leaf N concentration varies from 2 to 3%
up to 4 to 5% depending on plant species.
Rorie et al. (2011) quantified relationships between corn (Zea mays L.) leaf N
concentration and a dark green color index (DGCI) measuring leaf greenness derived
from a digital camera and image-analysis software, chlorophyll meter (SPAD), and
yield. Field experiments were conducted at five sites in Arkansas with N fertilizer
treatments ranging from 0 to 336 kg ha−1 in 2008 and 2009. The results showed that
relative SPAD and relative DGCI were linearly associated with leaf N concentration with
r2 values ranging from 0.74 to 0.90. In addition, yield was linearly related with leaf N
concentration at tasseling for all locations regardless of hybrid or soil type. The relative
values removed differences in hybrid response, soil conditions, and environment resulting
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in a highly linear relationship (r2 = 0.86). Ziadi et al. (2009) diagnosed in-season N status
of corn by using the corn N nutrition index (NNI), an index based on whole plant N
concentration, and leaf N concentration of the uppermost collared leaf. The results
showed that NNI increased with increasing N rates. In addition, NNI was related to leaf
dry matter and leaf area at V12. Leaf dry matter was strongly related to NNI (r2 = 0.82),
and the response curve was not affected by site, year, nor cultural practice. However, the
intercept of the response curve of the relationship between NNI and leaf area varied by
site-year. Bullock and Anderson (1998) reported that leaf N concentration of corn planted
in Illinois responded to fertilizer N rates. Pearson correlations (r) were 0.23, 0.21, and
0.20 at V7, R1, and R4 respectively. In addition, leaf N concentration was related to grain
yield with r = 0.08, 0.24, and 0.51 at V7, R1, and R4, respectively.
In cotton, the most recent fully expanded cotton leaves in the upper canopy are
the most commonly sampled to determine in-season plant N status. It is a direct measure
of leaf-N status and provides an estimate of N accumulated prior to sampling, given the
mobility of N within the plant (Gerik et al., 1998). Leaf N is considered to be a good
indicator (Gerik et al., 1998) as leaf N is strongly correlated to the amount of fertilizer N
applied. Cotton leaf N response to fertilizer N has been thoroughly described by
Wadleigh as early as 1944. There is roughly 60% of total plant N contained in leaf blades
at first flower. However, at maturity, N is translocated to developing bolls, and up to 28%
may be still contained in leaf blades at harvest (Mullins and Burmester, 1990). On a dryweight basis; however, leaves containing less than 2.5% N are usually considered
deficient in N, 2.5 to 3.0% N are low, 3.0 to 4.5% N are sufficient, and exceeding 4.5%
are very high or excessive in N (Sabbe and MacKenzie, 1973; Gerik et al., 1998).
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Buscaglia and Varco (2002) reported that leaf N concentration was linearly related with
fertilizer N rate at the second week of squaring (SWS) with r2 = 0.40 and second week
flowering (SWF) with r2 = 0.95. The relationship at SWF was stronger than at SWS and
was likely due to greater N stress or separation in treatments due to a more advanced
stage of growth. In addition, chlorophyll meter values were linearly related to leaf N
concentration and the relationship at SWF (r2 = 0.87) was stronger than at SWS (r2 =
0.36) also. Leaf N concentration was linearly related to number of nodes. The
relationship at SWS (r2 = 0.60) was stronger than at SWF (r2 = 0.49). Relationships
between leaf N concentration and the number of squares or bolls were similar (r2 = 0.52
and 0.59 respectively). Bronson et al. (2001) reported that petiole NO3--N was positively
related to N rate at first bloom only. The relationship between fertilizer N rate and petiole
NO3-–N was stronger than the relationship between fertilizer N rate and chlorophyll
meter readings, which would have implications for precision and reliability of use as an
N-status indicator. Chlorophyll meter readings were slightly less variable than leaf N.
Five weeks after first bloom, petiole NO3-–N concentrations were very low and not
related to N rate. On the other hand, they were still sensitive to N rate at that time. Petiole
NO3-–N and chlorophyll meter readings were not correlated in 1996 at either first bloom
or 5 wk after first bloom. The two measurements were correlated at 5 wk after first bloom
in 1997 and 1998 and at first bloom in 1998. Correlations between lint yield and either
chlorophyll meter readings or petiole NO3-–N were not consistent which was similar to
results reported by Wood et al. (1992 a, b). Bronson et al. (2001) found that petiole NO3related to lint yield; however, the relationship varied with years and growth stages.
Relationships at later growth stage were stronger than at earlier stages. The r2 at first
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bloom in 1996, 1997, and 1998 was 0.55, n.s., and 0.53 and at 5 wk after first bloom was
0.62, 0.67, and n.s., respectively.
Statistical models for nitrogen and yield prediction
Monitoring agricultural crop conditions during the growing season and estimating
potential crop yields are both important for the assessment of seasonal production (Paul
et al., 2003). Accuracy and real-time estimation of crop yield in particular areas have
great interest in precision agriculture. Regression analysis is a powerful technique used
for predicting unknown values of a variable from known values of another variable.
Regression models allow the user to explore what happens to the response variable for
specified changes in the explanatory variables (Ott and Longnecker, 2010). Regression
analysis is used to develop models describing the functional relationships between a
response variable (dependent variable) and one or more explanatory variables
(independent variables) (Ott and Longnecker, 2010). Linear regression models have been
used to study the correlation and prediction between crop spectral reflectance and yield in
many cases. Prasad et al. (2006) used NDVI with surface parameters to estimate corn
conditions and yield. The piecewise linear regression method with breakpoint predicted
closely to observed values (r2 = 0.78). Gutierrez et al. (2012) studied the association of
spectral reflectance indices with plant growth and lint yield in upland cotton. Linear
regression equations were fitted to the data with cotton lint yield as a dependent variable
and spectral indices at different growth stages as the independent variables. The results
showed that the correlations between lint yield and spectral indices measured at pinhead
square (r2 of NDVI = -0.04, SR = -0.05, NIR = -0.04, and RVI = -0.04), mid-bloom (r2 of
NDVI = 0.06, SR = 0.08, NIR = 0.03, and RVI = 0.04), or cut-out stages (r2 of NDVI = 24

0.14, SR = -0.12, NIR = -0.20, and RVI = -0.16) were not significant. However,
significant correlations between lint yield and spectral indices were observed at first
bloom (r2 of NDVI = 0.46, SR= 0.5, NIR=0.48, and RVI = 0.46) and peak bloom (r2 of
NDVI = 0.69, SR= 0.75, NIR=0.78, and RVI = 0.76). Shaver et al. (2011) found that
NDVI had a strong correlation with applied N rate and grain yield at the V12 and V14
corn growth stages. However, no single or multiple regression equation using soil or
plant variables substantially increased the r2 greater than using NDVI alone. Miao et al.
(2009) used the combination of spectral reflectance bands derived from aerial images
with multiple regression analysis to explain relationships with chlorophyll meter
readings. The results showed multiple regression analysis could increase the ability to
determine chlorophyll status of corn. Bagheri et al. (2012) compared the effectiveness of
5 regression type equations such as linear, logarithmic, second order polynomial, power,
and exponential to predict corn N content by using SAVI, OSAVI, and MSAVI2
calculated from ASTER imagery. A second order polynomial regression type was the
best. The r2 was 0.74, 0.73, and 0.75 for the relationship of SAVI, OSAVI, and MSAVI2,
respectively. Dwyer et al. (1995) quantified the nonlinearity in chlorophyll meter
response to corn leaf N concentration. They found that the quadratic regression model
best fitted the relationships between chlorophyll meter response and leaf N concentration
at growth stages ranging from 3 wk before anthesis to 5 wk after anthesis. In addition, the
quadratic plus-plateau model best represented chlorophyll meter response to leaf N
concentration for pre-anthesis, early grain-fill and late grain-fill stages. They suggested
that leaf N concentration was estimated well up to the plateau range using growth stage
specific functions (r2 > 0.77), beyond the plateau it should not be used to estimate leaf N
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concentration. Lee et al. (1999) used multiple linear regression (MLR) to predict N status
of corn compared to Partial Least Square (PLS) regression and Principal Component
Regression (PCR). Leaf reflectance at different wavelengths were measured from ear
leaves and younger leaves and used as the variables in the models. The result showed that
the predictions performance of PLS and PCR were similar each other and better than the
MLR model because the MLR model produced an outlier which significantly decreased
its performance. The r2 of PLS, PCR, and MLR were 0.950, 0.961, and 0.924
respectively, for ear leaf samples, and 0.908, 0.905, and 0.029, respectively for younger
leaf samples.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site Description
This research effort sought to determine the utility of aerial imagery in detecting
corn and cotton response to varying N supply in terms of measured chlorophyll and yield.
A two-year study (2013 and 2014) experiment on corn was performed at the W.B.
Andrews Agricultural Systems Research Farm, Mississippi State (-88.763oW, 33.470oN
WGS 84), while cotton research was conducted on-farm at 2 different sites in the
Mississippi Delta, Miss. In 2013, a field north of Schlater, Miss, (-90.343oW, 33.697oN
WGS 84), and in 2014, a field at Money, Miss. (-90.217oW, 33.664oN WGS 84) were
used for the cotton studies.
Mapped soils within a 0.89 ha area used for corn research area in 2013 and 2014
are shown as 2 soil series/phases in Fig. 1. A Leeper silty clay loam (Fine, smectitic,
nonacid, thermic Vertic Epiaquepts), 0 to 2 % slope, was 0.36 ha or 40.4% of the area. A
Marietta fine sandy loam (fine-loamy, mixed, thermic, siliceous, Aquic Fluventic
Eutrochept) was 0.53 ha or 59.6% of the area.
In 2013, mapped soils within a 12.26 ha area of a field used for cotton research at
Schlater, Miss. are shown in Fig. 2. A Dubbs loam (Fine-silty, mixed, active, thermic
Typic Hapludalfs), 1 to 3 % slope was 7.76 ha or 63.3% of the area. A Tensas silty clay
loam (Fine, smectitic, thermic Chromic Vertic Epiaqualfs), 1 to 3 % slope was 3.30 ha or
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26.9% of the area. A Tensas-Alligator complex, 0 to 3 % slope, and occasionally flooded
was 1.20 ha or 9.8% of the area.
In 2014, mapped soils within a 8.9 ha area of a field used for cotton research at
Money, Miss. are shown in Fig. 3. A Dubbs-Dundee complex, 0 to 3 % slope was 5.80 ha
or 65.1% of the area. A Tensas silty clay loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes was 2.00 ha or
22.5% of the area. An Alligator clay (Very-fine, smectitic, thermic Chromic
Dystraquerts) was mapped at 0.70 ha or 7.9% of the area. A Dubbs loam, 0 to 1 percent
slopes was mapped at 0.40 ha or 4.5% of the area.
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Figure 1

Soil map of corn field at the W.B. Andrews Agricultural Systems Research
Farm, Mississippi State, Miss. in 2013 and 2014.

(Created on http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm)
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Figure 2

Soil map of cotton field north of Schlater, Miss.in 2013.

(Created on http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm)
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Figure 3

Soil map of cotton field at Money, Miss. in 2014.

(Created on http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm)
Site Characterization
At Mississippi State, a randomized complete block design of treatments involving
four fertilizer N rates with four replications was used. Corn was grown in plots 36.58 m
long by 12 rows wide at a spacing of 0.97 m. A high-yielding adapted corn hybrid,
Pioneer Hybrid 33N58 was planted at a rate of 8 kernels m-2 and controlled for weeds and
pests according to Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service recommendations. A split
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rate of liquid N fertilizer (urea-ammonium nitrate, UAN 32%) was applied at 0, 89.6,
179.2, and 268.8 kg N ha-1 (Fig. 4), with 50% applied following emergence and 50% side
dressed around V5 to V8.
For cotton, experiments were performed using a randomized complete block
design of treatments involving four fertilizer N rates with four replications for both years.
Liquid fertilizer N (UAN, 28-0-0-5S) at rates of 33.6, 67.2, 100.8 and 134.4 kg ha-1 (Figs.
5 and 6) was applied as a side dress at early squaring. Cotton was grown in 12 row plots
at a spacing of 0.97 m. A high yielding adapted Delta cotton variety, Deltapine DP1321B2RF, was planted at a rate of 106,250 seeds ha-1 and controlled for weeds and pests
according to Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service recommendation. The area was
furrow irrigated as needed.
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Figure 4

Map illustrating N fertilization of corn field in 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 5

Map illustrating N fertilization of cotton field in 2013.

Figure 6

Map illustrating N fertilization of cotton field in 2014.
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Soil data collection
Soil samples were collected prior to any fertilization. For corn, 12 cores per plot
were sampled from depths of 0- to 15-cm, and 15- to 30-cm. Sampled cores by depth
were composited into one sample representing each plot. Samples were analyzed for
routine tests such as pH (2:1 soil deionized water), and extractable cations Ca, Mg, and
K. For cotton, 6 soil cores were sampled within 1-m of the geo-located sampling point at
each location within each plot at depths of 0- to 15-cm, 15- to 30-cm, and 30- to 60-cm.
All cores from each depth were composited into one sample at each location. Soil
composites were placed into plastic sampling bags and immediately stored on ice until
placed in a freezer and held at 4 oC. Soil samples were thawed, crushed, and
homogenized in order to perform 1 M-KCL extraction. Nitrate Nitrogen (NO3--N) and
NH4+ - N were determined. Twenty grams of soil from each sample were extracted using
200 ml 1 M-KCl and then analyzed for extractable NO3-- N and NH4+ - N using an OI
Analytical Flow Solution FS 3100 analyzer (OI Analytical, College Station, TX). In
addition, routine soil tests such as soil pH and soil macro and micro nutrients were
performed.
Aerial imagery collection and processing
Multispectral aerial images were acquired coincident with ground sampling with a
digital camera mounted on airplane. The images consisted of 4 wavelength bands
including blue (450±40 nm), green (550±40 nm), red (650±40 nm) and near infrared
(850±40 nm), at 0.5-1.0 m spatial resolution. Images were acquired 2 to 3 times between
V5 to V9 stages of corn, and at early squaring, early flowering and peak flowering of
cotton (Table 1). All images were geometrically corrected, bands combined, VI’s
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calculated (Table 2), and VIs mapped using ERDAS Imagine 2013 (Intergraph
Corporation, USA). This experiment used five VIs (RVI, NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and
MSAVI2) to study plant response to varying N rates and relationships with chlorophyll
content, plant N concentration, and crop yields. Furthermore, VIs were used as
parameters to develop early growth stage plant yield estimation models.
Table 1

Dates of image acquisition and pheno-stages of crops.
2013
Day
27
2014
Day
31
18
2013
Day
17
01
15
2014
Day
12
05
23

Corn
Month
May

Pheno-stage
V5 to V6

Month
May
June

Pheno-stages
V5 to V6
V8 to V9

Cotton

Month
July
August
August

Pheno-stages
1 week of flowering
Mid-flowering
Late-flowering

Month
July
August
August

Pheno-stages
1 week of flowering
Mid-flowering
Late-flowering

st

st
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Table 2

Vegetation indices formulas.

Index

Abbreviate

Ratio Vegetation Index

RVI

Reference
Birth an McVey
(1968)

Formula
R/NIR

Normalized Difference
NDVI
Rouse et al. (1974)
(NIR-R)/(NIR+R)
Vegetation Index
Green Normalized
Gitelson et al.
Difference Vegetation
GNDVI
(NIR-G)/(NIR+G)
(1996)
Index
Soil Adjusted
SAVI
Huete (1988)
((NIR-R)/(NIR+R+L))*(1+L); L=0.5
Vegetation Index
Modified Soil
2
Adjusted Vegetation
MSAVI2
Qi et al. (1994) 2NIR + 1 − √(2 ∗ NIR + 1) − 8 ∗ (NIR − R)
2
Index2
G, R, and NIR = green-, red-, and near infrared- spectral band, L = soil adjustment factor

Image data extraction
Digital numbers within vegetation index imagery were extracted using the
function “Extract by Mask” under the Spatial Analysis tools in ArcMap 10.2. For corn,
each plot was buffered 1-m from the plot’s edge (Fig.7), and then the buffered plots were
used as a mask to extract values from the images. For cotton, a 5-m radius buffered
around sampling points was used as a mask. In addition, the function “Zonal Statistic as
Table” under “Extraction” of the Spatial Analysis tools in ArcMap 10.2 was used to
extract statistical values of each plot for corn and each sampling point of cotton. The
mean values were used to study linear regression, non-linear regression, and multiple
linear regression with plant biophysical data such as SPAD readings, plant N
concentration, and crop yield.
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Figure 7

Maps illustrating plot was buffered 1 m from the plot’s edge of corn.

Plant data collection
Chlorophyll content measurement
Relative chlorophyll content was measured using a SPAD-502 meter (Konica
Minolta, Osaka, Japan) at different plant growth stages. For corn, measurements were
taken twice each year; one at V5 to V6 and the 2nd at V8 to V9. Three fully collared
leaves were randomly sampled from each of rows 2, 3, 10, and 11. The data was averaged
and represented as sub-sample A (rows 2 and 3) and sub-sample B (rows 10 and 11). An
average of sub-samples A and B was calculated as a single plot value. This value was
used for data analysis.
For cotton, measurements were taken 2 times each year; one the 1st week of
flowering and the 2nd at mid-flowering. Within each designated plot, 4 to 5 points were
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randomly selected and their location was marked with GPS and flagged for future
sampling at each location, samples labelled as ‘A’ were collected from rows 2 and 3 and
samples labelled as ‘B’ represented rows 10 and 11. Chlorophyll meter readings were
randomly collected from 5 most recently matured leaves of 5 plants from both sampling
areas at each location. Leaves were put in a paper bag and placed on ice in a cooler.
Chlorophyll readings were collected immediately and leaves were later dried at 65 oC.
Data of each sample point was averaged.
Plant N tissue analysis
Corn leaves and whole plants were collected at V5 to V6 in 2013, while in 2014
whole corn plants at V5 to V6, and leaves at V8 to V9 were collected. For both years, 3
plant samples from each of rows 2 and 3, and 10 and 11 were collected. Samples from
rows 2 and 3 represented sub-sample A for each plot, while plant samples from rows 10
and 11 represented sub-sample B. All sampling bags were placed in coolers on ice. All
bags were transferred to a forced-air oven set at 65oC for at least 4 days. Leaf or whole
plant material was ground through a 40-mesh sieve (0.425 mm) in a Wiley mill. Ground
samples were dried at 60oC for 16 h and placed in airtight vials. Duplicate samples were
analyzed for total N concentration on an automated dry combustion analyzer. An atropine
standard was used. The data from sub-sample A and B was averaged, and used to
represent each plot.
For cotton, 5 leaves at each sample point location were collected and chlorophyll
measurements were taken with a SPAD meter. Leaf samples were dried in a forced-air
oven set at 65oC for 4 d. leaf samples were then ground through a 40-mesh sieve (0.425
mm) in a Wiley mill. Samples were re-dried at 60oC for 16 h and stored in airtight vials.
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Duplicates samples were analyzed for total N concentration on an automated dry
combustion analyzer. An atropine standard was used. Data for each sample point was
averaged to represent each plot.
Crop Yield Harvesting
Corn grain was harvested with a two-row plot combine from rows 2 and 3 and 10
and 11. Harvested grain was weighed at field moisture. Grain yield was calculated as Mg
ha-1 and grain moisture determined with an NIR moisture tester to adjust grain yield to a
moisture content of 15.5%. Defoliated cotton was harvested using a John Deere 6-row
spindle type picker (Ames, IA) equipped with a yield monitor and a yield map was
generated. Erroneous yield data (Fig. 8) was filtered by 2 main steps. First, data was
selected by using function “Select by Location” in ArcMap. The data within the plots was
selected and data points not within delineated plot were deleted. Data points not within a
straight line were also deleted.
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Figure 8

Yield monitor map collected by a John Deere 6-row spindle type picker
equipped with an Ag leader PF3000 cotton yield monitor (Ames, IA)
showing erroneous data points.

Figure 9

Yield map showing cleaned data.

To study the relationships between yield data and biophysical measurements,
yield each year was extracted from the yield monitor map (Fig. 9) using a 5-m radius
buffer around each point (Fig. 10). Values within each buffer polygon were averaged.
Consequently, each buffer polygon contained a single value that represented a yield value
at each sampling point.
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Figure 10

Yield point data extracted by using 5 m radius buffer around each sample
points.

Data analysis
Linear and quadratic regression models were used to describe relationships
between fertilizer N treatments and VIs, chlorophyll content, plant N content, and yield.
In addition, a multiple linear regression model was used as a tool to study the possibility
of improving the yield estimation model. Using Sigma Plot 11.0 software (Systat
Software Inc., USA), simple linear regression, quadratic linear regression, and multiple
linear regression models were developed. The strength of the relationships and
effectiveness of models was evaluated by comparing the coefficients of determination (r2)
and p-values.
Regression modeling
Linear and non-linear regression models were used to determine relationships
among the selected parameters. Three major approaches were studied evaluating 1) corn
and cotton response to varying fertilizer N rates; 2) VI relationships to corn and cotton
biophysical data; and 3) corn and cotton biophysical data related to grain yield. All 3
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approaches were analyzed using SigmaPlot 11. The r2 and p-values of each relationship
were compared to determine linear or quadratic regression model fit.
Corn and cotton response to varying fertilizer N rate
To study corn and cotton response to fertilizer N rates, VIs, chlorophyll readings,
plant N concentration, and yield were used as parameters to determine relationships
between them, and which parameters best differentiated corn and cotton response to
fertilizer N rates. Fertilizer N treatments were used as an independent variable (X).
Vegetation Indices, chlorophyll readings, plant N concentration, and yield were used as
dependent variables (Y) in linear and non-linear regression models. In addition, crop
pheno-stages were considered to determine which one was most suitable for identifying
corn and cotton N status. The r2 and p-values of linear and non-linear regression models
of the relationships were compared to determine which one best fitted.
Vegetation Index relationships with corn and cotton biophysical data
To study the relationships between VIs and biophysical data of corn and cotton, a
VI dataset was used as an independent variable (X). A coincident dataset of chlorophyll
readings, plant N concentration, and final yield were used as dependent variables (Y) for
linear and non- linear regression modeling. Crop pheno-stages were considered also. The
r2 and p-values of linear and non-linear regression models for each relationship were
compared to determine which one provided the best fitting relationship. In addition, they
were used to determine which pheno-stages provided the strongest relationships between
VIs and plant biophysical data of corn and cotton. Furthermore, results of this analysis
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were used to determine how well VIs derived from varying early pheno-stages could
predict corn and cotton yield.
Corn and cotton biophysical data relationships with yield.
Plant bio-physical data such as chlorophyll readings and plant N concentration
were used to study how well they related to yield at varying early growth stages of corn
and cotton. A dataset of chlorophyll readings or plant N concentration was used as an
independent variable (X), and yield was used as a dependent variable (Y) for linear and
non-linear regression models. Crop pheno-stages were considered as well. The r2 and pvalues of linear and non-linear regression models of each relationship were compared to
determine which provided the best fitting relationships. In addition, they were used to
determine which pheno-stages provided the strongest relationship. The results of this
analysis were used to evaluate the efficiency of chlorophyll readings and plant N
concentration for predicting corn and cotton yield at early growth stages.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) for in-season yield prediction
Multiple linear regression modeling was used to study its possibility for
improving in-season corn and cotton yield prediction. The MLR used 2 or more
independent variables to predict a dependent variable. For this experiment, 2 or 3
combinations of VIs, chlorophyll reading and plant N concentration from coincident
pheno-stages were used as independent variables in MLR to predict corn and cotton
yield. All models were processed in SigmaPlot 11.0 using the MLR function. The r2 and
p-values of each model were compared with the results of linear and non-linear
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regression models to determine the efficiency of MLR to predict in-season yield; in
addition, which combinations provided the greatest r2.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Corn Response to Fertilizer N Rates
Vegetation Indices
Relationships between fertilizer N rate and VIs at V5 to V6 in 2013, V5 to V6 and
V8 to V9 in 2014 are shown in Figs. 11 to 13. All relationships were best fitted to
quadratic regression models. In 2013, relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs at
V5 to V6 were intermediate in strength with r2 values ranging between 0.67 and 0.69. In
2014, strong relationships between N treatments and VIs at V5 to V6 with r2 values
ranging between 0.73 and 0.82. In addition, relationships increased in strength at V8 to
V9 with r2 values ranging between 0.92 and 0.93. These results were in agreement with
Dellinger et al. (2008) who reported that the relative GNDVI from corn at V6 to V7
acquired by a ground-based sensor was strongly related to the economic optimum N rate (r2
= 0.84).
The RVI was negatively related to fertilizer N rate. It was greatest with no N
fertilization, and gradually decreased as fertilizer N rate increased reaching the lowest
value at the greatest fertilizer N rate. In addition, in 2014, RVI at V5 to V6 was greater
than at V8 to V9. On the other hand, NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI and MSAVI2 were positively
related to fertilizer N rate. Furthermore, in 2014, NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI and MSAVI2
increased with crop development up V8 to V9. From these results, VIs calculated from aerial
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imagery could be used to differentiate corn response to fertilizer N rates beginning at V5 to
V6. These results were associated with Freeman et al. (2007) who acquired NDVI using
optical sensor readings at various growth stages ranging from V8 to VT and correlated them
with individual plant biomass, forage yield per unit area, and total N content of measured
plants. The NDVI at the V8 to V10 was useful to distinguish corn biomass accumulation and
N content response to varying fertilizer N rates.

Figure 11

Relationships between N treatments and VIs at V5 to V6 of corn in 2013.
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Figure 12

Relationships between N treatments and VIs at V5 to V6 of corn in 2014.
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Figure 13

Relationships between N treatments and VIs at V8 to V9 of corn in 2014.

Leaf Chlorophyll Readings
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and chlorophyll readings at V5 to V6 and
V8 to V9 in 2013 and 2014 were best fitted to quadratic regression models (Figs. 14 and
15). In 2013, relationships between N treatments and chlorophyll readings were
intermediate in strength at V5 to V6 (r2 = 0.66), but stronger at V8 to V9 (r2 = 0.91).
However, in 2014, relationships at V5 to V6 (r2 = 0.89) were stronger than at V8 to V9
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(r2 = 0.73). Chlorophyll readings followed similar trends in both years in that chlorophyll
readings gradually increased as fertilizer N rates increased; however, chlorophyll
readings reached a plateau between 179.2 and 268.8 kg ha-1 N rates except at V8 to V9 in
2014. These results were associated with the results of several studies; for example,
Rostami et al. (2008) reported chlorophyll meter readings increased with increasing
fertilizer N rates. Piekielek and Fox (1992), Jemison and Lytle (1996), and Scharf et al.
(2006) found chlorophyll meter readings were related to variable fertilizer N rates and
yield at V5 to R5. In addition, relationships at later stages were stronger than for earlier
growth stages, and results suggested chlorophyll meter readings could be used for
identifying N stress in corn. In addition, Schepers et al. (1992) found the effectiveness of
the chlorophyll meter to detect N deficiency was dependent on corn growth stage. They
reported that during early season, chlorophyll meter readings at 90 kg ha-1 were similar to
higher N rates. However, as the growing season progressed, the readings showed
development of an apparent N stress at the 90 kg ha-1. Some hybrids reached near
maximum chlorophyll meter readings at 67 kg ha-1 N rate, while others reached near
maximum at 202 kg ha-1 N rate.
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Figure 14

Relationships between N treatments and chlorophyll reading (SPAD) of
corn in 2013.
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Figure 15

Relationships between N treatments and chlorophyll reading (SPAD) of
corn in 2014.

Plant and Leaf tissue N Concentration
In 2013, relationships between both whole plant N and leaf N concentration at V5
to V6 and fertilizer N rates were fitted to quadratic regression models, while in 2014, leaf
N concentration at V5 to V6 and V8 to V9 was fitted to linear regression models (Figs.
16 and 17). Whole plant N and leaf N concentrations at V5 to V6 were strongly
correlated with N rates in 2013 (r2 = 0.91 and 0.92, respectively). However, in 2014,
relationships between N rates and leaf N concentration both at V5 to V6 and V8 to V9
were intermediate in strength (r2= 0.57 and 0.60, respectively). In 2013, plant N
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concentration strongly increased with fertilizer N rate increases from 0 to 179.2 kg ha-1.
However, there was only a small increase with an increase in fertilizer N from 179.2 to
268.8 kg ha-1. In 2014, plant N concentration sharply increased with increasing fertilizer
N rates from 0 to 268.8 kg ha-1 both at V5 to V6 and V8 to V9. These results were in
agreement with Schepers et al. (1992) who reported relationships between leaf N
concentration and fertilizer N rates were dependent on corn growth stage.

Figure 16

Relationships between N treatments and plant N concentration at V5 to V6
of corn in 2013.
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Figure 17

Relationships between N treatments and plant N concentration at V5 to V9
of corn in 2014.

Grain Yield
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and grain yield in 2013 and 2014 were
fitted to quadratic regression models (Fig. 18). There were strong relationships between
N rates and grain yield both years (r2 = 0.95 and 0.92, respectively). Grain yield sharply
increased with increasing fertilizer N rates from 0 to 268.8 kg ha-1 and did not appear to
achieve maximum grain yield at the highest rate. The results were associated with
Rostami et al. (2008) who reported that corn grain yield was highly dependent on
fertilizer N rate (r2 = 0.91). A quadratic regression model was used to describe grain yield
response up to 400 kg N ha-1. Daughtry (2000) reported grain yields increased rapidly as
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more N fertilizer was applied. In addition, Schepers et al. (1992) reported that some corn
hybrid grain yields reached near maximum at the 67 kg ha-1 N rate, while others reached
near maximum at 202 kg ha-1 N rate in Nebraska.
Grain yield response to varying N rates showed similar trends in response as did
VIs, chlorophyll readings and plant N concentration. Therefore, these results provide
further support to past research which generally suggests VIs, chlorophyll readings and
plant N concentration are well related to yield.

Figure 18

Relationships between N treatments and grain yield of corn in 2013 and
2014.
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Vegetation Indices Related to Corn Biophysical Data
Chlorophyll Readings
A quadratic regression model was best fitted to describe the relationships between
VIs and chlorophyll content of corn at V5 to V6 both years, while at V8 to V9 in 2014,
relationships were fitted to linear regression models (Figs. 19 to 21). There was a strong
relationship between VIs and chlorophyll content of corn at V5 to V6. The r2 values
ranged from 0.71 to 0.73 in 2013 and from 0.79 to 0.84 in 2014. At V8 to V9,
relationships were intermediate in strength with r2 values ranging from 0.64 to 0.70. From
these results, VIs derived from aerial imagery were intermediate to highly related to
chlorophyll content; therefore, VIs could be used to estimate relative chlorophyll content
in corn. These results are in agreement with Miao et al. (2009) who reported that VIs
could explain chlorophyll meter readings up to 73 to 86%. Lui and Wiatrak (2011)
reported that chlorophyll (SPAD) reading and NDVI positively correlated at V8 and R1
stages. Ma et al. (1996) also reported that plant NDVI was strongly correlated with the
chlorophyll (SPAD) measurements at almost all growth stages of corn. The selected VIs
were closely related to chlorophyll readings because light spectrum between 380 and 750
nm are sensitive to different pigmentations in corn (Maas and Dunlap, 1989). In addition,
corn with lower chlorophyll content has less light absorption and greater light reflection
than corn with greater chlorophyll content (Blackmer et al., 1994).
Although all VIs were strongly related to chlorophyll readings; especially, at V5
to V6 in both years, chlorophyll readings were negatively related to RVI, and positively
related to NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2. Furthermore, GNDVI had the strongest
relationship with chlorophyll readings for both study periods in 2014 (r2 values were 0.84
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and 0.70 at V5 to V6 and V8 to V9, respectively), but had the weakest relationship with
chlorophyll readings in 2013. These results were in agreement with Thomas and
Gausman (1977) who found that a wavelength of 550 nm was superior to the 450 and 750
nm wavelengths in relating reflectance to chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations, and
Blackmer et al. (1994) who found that corn leaf reflectance at 550 nm was most strongly
related to chlorophyll meter readings.

Figure 19

Relationships between the coincident VIs and chlorophyll content at V5 to
V6 of corn response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2013.
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Figure 20

Relationships between the coincident VIs and chlorophyll content at V5 to
V6 of corn response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2014.
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Figure 21

Relationships between coincident VIs and chlorophyll content at V8 to V9
describing corn response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2014.

Plant and Leaf Tissue N Concentration
A quadratic regression model was fitted to describe relationships between VIs and
plant N concentration of corn at V5 to V6 both years, while relationships were fitted to
linear regression models at V8 to V9 in 2014 (Figs. 22 to 25). At V5 to V6 in 2013,
relationships between VIs and whole plant N concentration were intermediate to strong
(r2 = 0.69 to 0.75), while relationships between VIs and leaf N concentration were
stronger (r2 = 0.80 to 0.81). At V5 to V6 in 2014, relationships between VIs and leaf N
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concentration were poor to intermediate (r2 = 0.46 to 0.56). Results were similar to
Bagheri et al. (2012) who used SAVI and MSAVI2 calculated from satellite imagery to
predict corn N content using different types of non-linear regression models. The r2 of
their relationships ranged from 0.72 to 0.75. Bagheri et al. (2013) reported that NDVI and
SAVI calculated from spectral reflectance detected by ASTER at V13 stage provided r2
values of 0.72 and 0.74, respectively. In addition, predicted tissue N content using NDVI
and SAVI resulted in r2 values of 0.73.

Figure 22

Relationships between VIs and whole plant N concentration at V5 to V6 of
corn in 2013.
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Figure 23

Relationships between VIs and leaf N concentration at V5 to V6 of corn in
2013.
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Figure 24

Relationships between VIs and whole plant N concentration at V5 to V6 of
corn in 2014.
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Figure 25

Relationships between VIs and leaf N concentration at V8 to V9 of corn in
2014.

Grain Yield
Relationships between VIs at V5 to V6 for both years and grain yield were fitted
to quadratic regression models, while relationships at V8 to V9 in 2014 were fitted to a
linear regression model (Figs. 26 to 28). Trends at V5 to V6 were strongly related with r2
values ranging from 0.71 to 0.73 and 0.73 to 0.84 in 2013 and 2014, respectively. In
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addition, strength in relationships increased at V8 to V9 with r2 values ranging from 0.79
to 0.85 in 2014. These results are in agreement with those of Teal et al. (2006) who
reported that NDVI at V8 was strongly related to grain yield (r2 = 0.77), and Torino et al.
(2014) who studied the relationships between VIs derived from corn canopy reflectance
at multiple growth stages of V6, V8, and V10 and grain yield. Yield prediction based on
VIs was the weakest at V6. Relationships were stronger as corn growth progressed up to
V10. Dillinger et al. (2008) used GNDVI derived from corn canopy reflectance detected
with a Crop Circle ACS-210 sensor at V6 to V7 to evaluate the economic optimum N rate
(EONR). The EONR was strongly related to GNDVI with r2 values up to 0.84. In
addition, GNDVI was related to yield with r2 values ranged from 0.70 to 0.79 for a corncorn cropping system.
From these results, GNDVI was most strongly related to grain yield both at V5 to
V6 and V8 to V9 in 2014, but in 2013, there were only small differences among all VIs at
V5 to V6. These results were related to several reports that indicted GNDVI was most
strongly related to grain yield because it combines the green and NIR bands which are
more strongly related to leaf chlorophyll, N content, and grain yield than red bands
(Blackmer et al., 1994; Schepers et al., 1992; Schepers et al., 1996; Shanahan et al.,
2001) which is integral in the RVI, NDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2 VI’s. In addition,
GNDVI values derived from aerial images have been shown to be highly correlated with
grain yield also (Shanahan et al., 2001).
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Figure 26

Relationships between VIs at V5 to V6 and grain yield response to varying
fertilizer N rates in 2013.
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Figure 27

Relationships between VIs at V5 to V6 and grain yield response to varying
fertilizer N rates in 2014.
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Figure 28

Relationships between VIs at V8 to V9 and grain yield response to varying
fertilizer N rates in 2014.

Corn Biophysical Data Related to Grain Yield
Chlorophyll Content
Relationships between chlorophyll content and grain yield were fitted to quadratic
regression models (Figs. 29 and 30). In 2013, relationships were intermediate in strength
at V5 to V6 (r2 = 0.55) and stronger at V8 to V9 (r2= 0.78). However, in 2014,
relationships were stronger beginning at V5 to V6. The r2 values were 0.89 at V5 to V6
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and 0.88 at V8 to V9. These results, suggest a linkage between chlorophyll detection and
grain yield even as early as V5 to V6, although relationships varied between years. These
results are in agreement with Zhang et al. (2008) who reported relationships between
chlorophyll meter readings measured at V6 to V9 and corn grain yield in Iowa for the
crop year 1998 and 1999 were linear with r2 values ranging from 0.42 to 0.82 depending
on the site. Wood et al. (1992a) found relationships between chlorophyll meter readings
from V10 to mid-silk stages and grain yield were curvilinear relationships (r2 = 0.82 to
0.88). Scharf et al. (2006) used chlorophyll meter readings to study corn response to N in
the North-Central USA. Reported strength in relationships between chlorophyll meter
readings from V5 to V9 of corn and yield were r2 = 0.57 and 0.58 for linear and quadratic
trends, respectively. The strength in relationships increased to 0.75 for both linear and
quadratic regression analysis at V10 to R1.
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Figure 29

Relationships between chlorophyll SPAD reading values and grain yield of
corn response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2013.
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Figure 30

Relationships between chlorophyll SPAD reading values and grain yield of
corn response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2014.

Plant and Leaf Tissue N Concentration
Trends between plant N concentration and grain yield were best described with a
quadratic regression models (Figs. 31 and 32). In 2013, grain yield was strongly related
to whole plant N concentration and leaf N concentration at V5 to V6 (r2 = 0.84 and 0.85,
respectively). However, in 2014, leaf N concentration at V5 to V6 was intermediately
related to grain yield (r2 = 0.66). The relationship was stronger at V8 to V9 (r2 = 0.73).
Grain yield increased when whole plant and leaf N concentration increased. Furthermore,
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grain yield responded greatly to increasing plant N concentration greater than 2.5 to 3.0
% both years.

Figure 31

Relationships between whole plant N and leaf concentration at V5 to V6
and grain yield of corn in 2013.
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Figure 32

Relationships between whole plant and leaf N concentration at V5 to V9
and grain yield of corn in 2014.

Multiple Linear Regression Modelling for Corn Grain Yield
Results of using MLRs which included VIs and chlorophyll reading as
independent variables to describe in-season grain yield are shown in Table 3. In 2013,
MLR results at V5 to V6 were intermediate in strength in describing corn grain yield
response to varying N variability with r2 values ranging from 0.68 to 0.70. In addition, r2
values were lower than the r2 values of quadratic regression models with only a VI as an
independent variable, but greater than the r2 values of quadratic regression for
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chlorophyll content used alone as an independent variable to describe in-season grain
yield. However, in 2014, MLRs that used VIs and chlorophyll content both at V5 to V6
and V8 to V9 showed strong relationships with r2 values ranging from 0.84 to 0.88 and
0.88 to 0.90, respectively. Furthermore, r2 values of MLR both at V5 to V6 and V8 to V9
were greater than r2 values of quadratic regression with VI as an independent variable.
Nevertheless, r2 values were comparable to quadratic regression models that used
chlorophyll content as an independent variable.
Results of MLRs based on VIs and plant tissue N concentration as independent
variables used to describe grain yield are shown in Table 4. In 2013, MLRs based on VIs
and whole plant tissue N concentration at V5 to V6 resulted in strong r2 values ranging
from 0.84 to 0.88. In addition, values were greater than r2 values of quadratic regression
models based on single factors of a VI or whole plant tissue N concentration as
independent variables. However, r2 values of MLRs using VIs and leaf N concentration
were varying. An RVI based model showed a strong response (r2 0.82) to leaf N
concentration, and a comparative r2 value with a quadratic model that used VI as an
independent variable. However, the r2 value was less than that of quadratic regression
using leaf N concentration as an independent variable. In 2014, the r2 values of MLRs
based on VIs and whole plant tissue N concentration at V5 to V6 ranged from 0.81 to
0.87, and superior to quadratic models in which a VI or whole plant tissue N
concentration was used as a single variable. In addition, the r2 of MLRs that combined a
VI and leaf tissue N concentration at V8 to V9 had high r2 values (0.86 to 0.88), and were
superior to quadratic regression models using VIs or leaf N concentration alone as
independent variables.
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Results of MLRs using 3 independent variables such as VIs, chlorophyll readings,
and plant N tissue concentration to describe in-season grain yield are shown in Table 5.
The MLRs which included 3 independent variables produced high r2 values beginning at
V5 to V6 for both years. Because whole plant tissue N and leaf N concentration were
analyzed at V5 to V6 in 2013, r2 values of models of the resulting models were compared
also. The r2 values of the models that incorporated whole plant tissue N concentration
were lower (ranging from 0.85 to 0.86) than those (ranging from 0.88 to 0.90) of the
models that incorporated leaf N concentration. However, models that incorporated leaf N
concentration indicated that multicollinearity was present. In 2014, the r2 of models
ranged from 0.88 to 0.90 at V5 to V6, and from 0.89 to 0.90; however, the majority of
models indicated the presence of multicollinearity issue also.
Overall MLRs that incorporated 2 independent variables for in-season grain yield
prediction may be better than the MLRs that used 3 independent variables due to most of
models derived from 3 independent variables MLRs indicated the presence of
multicollinearity. However, when compared to MLRs that incorporated 2 independent
variables to simple linear and quadratic regression models, most MLRs were inferior to
simple linear and quadratic regression models for some pheno-stages and years. For
example, in 2013, the r2 values of quadratic models that used VIs as independent
variables were greater that the r2 values of MLRs that incorporated VIs and chlorophyll
readings. Therefore, simple linear or quadratic regression models may more suitable for
in-season corn grain yield prediction than MLR. In addition, single variable regression
models that used VI as the independent variable were more constantent from year to year
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than single variable regression models that used chlorophyll readings and plant tissue N
concentration.
Table 3

Multiple linear regressions for grain yield prediction using a combination of
the synchronous pheno-stage VI and leaf chlorophyll readings of corn in
2013 and 2014.

2013 at V5 to V6
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI)
0.0651
RVI
30.232
- 47.434
0.105
NDVI
-12.184
50.985
0.108
GNDVI
-13.266
59.141
0.105
SAVI
-12.189
34.074
0.0654
MSAVI2
-17.162
47.411
2014 at V5 to V6
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI)
M
0.504 M
RVI
-8.210
- 7.683
0.477 M
NDVI
-15.086
14.259 M
0.322 M
GNDVI
-9.856
37.442 M
0.477 M
SAVI
-15.087
9.529 M
0.504 M
MSAVI2
-15.886
7.715 M
2014 at V8 to V9
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI)
0.185
RVI
2.265
-15.648
0.173
NDVI
-9.633
13.811
0.148
GNDVI
-7.302
15.682
0.173
SAVI
-9.633
9.233
0.185
MSAVI2
-13.354
15.625
*** = model was significant at p < 0.001
M
= Multicollinearity is present among the independent variables.
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r2
0.70***
0.68***
0.69***
0.68***
0.70***
r2
0.84***
0.85***
0.88***
0.85***
0.84***
r2
0.88***
0.88***
0.90***
0.88***
0.88***

Table 4

Multiple linear regression for grain yield prediction using a combination of
the synchronous pheno-stage VI and leaf N concentration of corn in 2013
and 2014.

2013 at V5 to V6 (whole plant N)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI) Intercept (Plant N)
5.435
RVI
1.291
-18.857
5.547
NDVI
-15.516
20.716
5.672
GNDVI
-15.554
21.463
0.105
SAVI
-12.189
34.074
0.0654
MSAVI2
-17.162
47.411
2013 at V5 to V6 (leaf N)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI) Intercept (Plant N)
6.870
RVI
-5.813
-16.261
0.105
NDVI
-12.184
50.985
0.108
GNDVI
-13.266
59.141
6.870
SAVI
-12.189
-12.189
0.0654
MSAVI2
-17.162
47.411
2014 at V5 To V6 (whole plant N)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI) Intercept (Plant N)
2.935
RVI
14.643
-24.209
2.911
NDVI
-8.820
36.254
1.965
GNDVI
-4.753
55.275
2.911
SAVI
-8.821
24.231
2.934
MSAVI2
-9.561
24.257
2014 at V8-V9 (leaf N)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VI) Intercept (Plant N)
2.078
RVI
6.195
-19.213
1.900
NDVI
-8.512
16.720
1.505
GNDVI
-5.871
18.669
1.899
SAVI
-8.512
11.178
2.077
MSAVI2
-12.983
19.183
*** = model was significant at p < 0.001
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r2
0.86***
0.86***
0.85***
0.68***
0.70***
r2
0.82***
0.68***
0.69***
0.68***
0.70***
r2
0.81***
0.82***
0.87***
0.82***
0.81***
r2
0.86***
0.86***
0.88***
0.86***
0.86***

Table 5

Multiple linear regression for grain yield prediction using a combination of
VIs, SPAD and from 2 different early pheno-stages of corn in 2013 and
2014.
2013 at V5 to V6 (whole plant N)

VIs
RVI**
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2

Constant
5.385
-14.911
-15.396
-14.913
-17.240
Constant
3.347
-20.609
-21.096
-20.611
-23.262
Constant
-13.243
-17.075
-12.677
-17.076
-17.886
Constant
1.519
-9.381
-7.262
-9.381
-12.774

Intercept (SPAD)
Intercept (VI)
M
-0.0761
-22.644
-0.0639
24.189
M
-0.0176
22.583
-0.0638
16.164
-0.0760
22.630 M
2013 at V5 to V6 (leaf N)
Intercept (VI)
Intercept (SPAD)
-0.585 M
-26.632
-0.588 M
29.407
-0.532 M
29.149
-0.587 M
19.644
-0.585 M
26.611

Intercept (Plant N)
5.576
5.686
5.705
5.685
5.576

0.86***
0.86***
0.85***
0.86***
0.86***

Intercept (Plant N)
11.808 M
12.032 M
11.879 M
12.031 M
11.807 M

r2
0.90***
0.90***
0.88***
0.90***
0.90***

2014 at V5 To V6 (whole plant N)
Intercept (VI)
Intercept (SPAD)
Intercept (Plant N)
M
M
0.411
2.086
-4.649
M
M
0.384
2.043
10.096
M
M
0.284
1.634
28.656
0.384
2.043
6.745
M
M
0.411
2.086
4.674

r2
0.88***
0.89***
0.90***
0.88***
0.88***

2014 at V8-V9 (leaf N)
Intercept (VI)
Intercept (SPAD)
0.139 M
-14.319
0.131 M
12.673
0.121 M
14.534
0.131 M
8.472
0.139 M
14.298

r2
0.89***
0.89***
0.90***
0.89***
0.89***

Intercept (Plant N)
1.031
0.960
0.723
0.959
1.031

*** = model was significant at p < 0.001
M
= Multicollinearity is present among the independent variables.
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Cotton Response to Varying Fertilizer N Rates
Vegetation Indices
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs for the 1st week of flowering to
late-flowering in 2013 and for the 1st week of flowering to mid-flowering in 2014 were
fitted to linear regression models, while late-flowering in 2014 was fitted to a quadratic
regression model (Figs. 33 to 38). In 2013, relationships were non-significant the 1st week
of flowering (r2 ranging from 0.10 to 0.18) and weak at late-flowering (r2 ranging from
0.26 to 0.27). However, relationships were intermediate in strength at mid-flowering (r2
ranging from 0.41 to 0.43). In 2014, relationships increased in strength with crop
development from the 1st week of flowering up to late-flowering. Relationships were
intermediate in strength the 1st week of flowering (r2 ranging from 0.32 to 0.44) and midflowering (r2 = 0.63). Relationships were strongest at late-flowering (r2 ranged 0.73 to
0.83). From these results, VIs derived from aerial imagery may be useful to differentiate
varying fertilizer N supply beginning at mid-flowering; however, the accuracy may
depend on the year. These results are in agreement with Zhao et al. (2007) who found
fertilizer N rates and year significantly influenced cotton canopy reflectance indices. In
addition they reported that relationships between N treatments and VIs increased in
strength with progression of plant development and achieved maximum values around
the early flower stage. However, in this study, relationships increased in strength at peak
bloom in 2014. Sui et al. (2005) also reported blue, green, red, and near infrared
wavebands measured from a cotton canopy and VI were closely related to fertilizer N
application rates (r2 = 0.74).
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The RVI showed a negative relationship to fertilizer N rate. Cotton that received
fertilizer N at rate of 33.6 kg ha-1 had the greatest RVI for all growth stages in both years.
The RVI decreased as fertilizer N rate increased while NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and
MSAVI2 showed positive relationships to increasing fertilizer N rates. In addition in
2013, RVI decreased as cotton growth progressed. For the 1st week of flowering, the RVI
was the greatest, while it was the lowest at late-flowering. The NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI,
and MSAVI2 increased with plant growth progressing from the 1st week of flowering to
late-flowering. The results are in agreement with Buscaglia and Varco (2002) who
reported that at the 2nd week of squaring, leaf reflectance (400 to 850 nm) was greater for
the lowest N rate (40 N kg ha-1) than for all other rates and at the 2nd week of flowering
leaf reflectance varied inversely with N rates. They suggested that individual leaf
reflectance may be a valuable tool for early detection of N deficiency. In 2014, the RVI
was the greatest and the NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2 were the lowest for the 1st
week of flowering. The RVI decreased and the NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2
increased at mid-flowering. However, RVI increased while NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and
MSAVI2 decreased at late-flowering. The increase in RVI and decreases in NDVI,
GNDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2 at late-flowering are likely due to N stress caused by boll
development and cotton senescence.
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Figure 33

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs the 1st week of cotton
flowering in 2013.
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Figure 34

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs at mid-flowering of cotton
in 2013.
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Figure 35

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs at late-flowering of cotton
in 2013.
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Figure 36

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs the 1st week of cotton
flowering in 2014.
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Figure 37

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs at mid-flowering of cotton
in 2014.
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Figure 38

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and VIs at late-flowering of cotton
in 2014.

Chlorophyll Readings
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and relative chlorophyll reading were
fitted to linear regression models the 1st week of flowering in 2013. In contrast,
relationships at mid-flowering in 2013, the 1st week of flowering and mid-flowering in
2014 were fitted to quadratic regression models (Figs. 39 to 40). Relationships were poor
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between fertilizer N rates and chlorophyll reading in 2013. The r2 value was 0.28 the 1st
week of flowering and 0.25 at mid-flowering. However, relationships were stronger in
2014. The r2 value was 0.93 the 1st week of flowering and 0.89 at mid-flowering.
Chlorophyll readings responded to fertilizer N rates as did VIs both years. Yearly
differential responses at flowering are difficult to interpret. Bronson et al. (2001) also
reported that fertilizer N rates positively affected chlorophyll meter readings of cotton. In
addition, Buscaglia and Varco (2002) reported that a deficiency of N of cotton decreased
chlorophyll meter readings. Chlorophyll meter readings can be used to differentiate
cotton by fertilizer N rates as N is a component of chlorophyll. Plants receiving less
fertilizer N produce lower chlorophyll than at greater fertilizer N rates.
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Figure 39

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and chlorophyll SPAD reading of
cotton in 2013.
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Figure 40

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and chlorophyll SPAD reading of
cotton in 2014.

Leaf N Concentration
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and leaf N concentration were fitted to
quadratic regression models (Figs. 41 to 42). In 2013, the relationships the 1st week of
flowering (r2 = 0.43) was slightly stronger than at mid-flowering (r2 = 0.40). There was a
similar trend in 2014. The relationship the 1st week of flowering (r2 = 0.95) was slightly
stronger than at mid-flowering (r2 = 0.93). In addition, relationships in 2014 were
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stronger than relationships in 2013. The results agreed with the trends in VIs and
chlorophyll reading response to fertilizer N rates as discussed in previous sections.
Cotton response to fertilizer N rates may depend on varying factors such as soil
properties and annual environmental differences or year effects (Bell et al., 2003; Raper,
2011). There are multiple reports showing leaf N to be a good indicator of in-season
cotton N status (Gerik et al., 1998; Bell et al., 2003). Buscaglia and Varco (2002)
reported that leaf N concentration was linearly related with fertilizer N rate 2nd week of
squaring with an r2 value of 0.40 and for the 2nd week of flowering an r2 value of 0.95.
The relationship for the 2nd week of flowering was greater than the 2nd week of squaring
most likely due to greater N stress or separation in treatments as the crop advanced in
maturity.
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Figure 41

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and leaf N concentration of cotton in
2013.
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Figure 42

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and leaf N concentration of cotton
in 2014.

Lint Yield
Relationships between fertilizer N rates and lint yield were fitted to linear
regression models (Fig. 43). The relationship in 2013 (r2 = 0.56) was weaker than in 2014
(r2 = 0.75). Results showed inconsistency in cotton response to fertilizer N rates between
2013 and 2014. Bronson et al. (2001) reported similar results of cotton response to
irrigation levels determined by estimated ET minus rainfall and varying fertilizer N rates.
The r2 of the relationships between fertilizer N rates and lint yield of cotton which were
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assigned irrigation levels of 75% and 50% were 0.77 and 0.80, respectively in 1997, and
0.44 and 0.65, respectively in 1998. However, lint yield response to fertilizer N rate was
similar both years.
Lint yield responded strongly to fertilizer N rates from 33.6 kg ha-1 up to 134.4 kg
ha-1 as N supply is known to have a big impact on cotton vegetative growth and fruit
formation (Gerik et al., 1998). These results were similar to Buscaglia and Varco (2002)
who showed restricted N availability in cotton resulted in a lower number of nodes,
squares, and bolls. Jackson and Gerik (1990) found that leaf area and boll number were
highly correlated with N availability, but boll weight or the number of main-stem nodes
was not impacted. In addition, with increasing N applied, vegetative growth of cotton
increased by increasing length of and cross-sectional area of main-stem internodes
resulting in greater plant height and weight (Wadleigh, 1944; Tucker and Tucker, 1968;
Gerik et al., 1998). Photosynthetic efficiency, leaf expansion, and leaf area decline, and
sensitivity to water stress increases when N deficiency occurs. Boll number is related to
leaf number and leaf area as they provide N and carbon assimilates to support growing
bolls (Gerik et al., 1998). At low fertilizer rates; for example, 33.6 kg ha-1 cotton might
not have enough N for leaf expansion; consequently, the lower leaf area may not support
optimal boll growth.
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Figure 43

Relationships between fertilizer N rates and cotton lint yield in 2013 and
2014.

Vegetation Indices Related to Cotton Biophysical Data
Chlorophyll Readings
Relationships between VIs and chlorophyll readings were fitted to linear regression
models (Fig. 44 to 47). In 2013, relationships were strongest the 1st week of flowering (r2
ranging from 0.78 to 0.83), but very weak at mid-flowering (r2 ranging from 0.07 to 0.11).
In 2014, relationships were intermediate both at the 1st week of flowering and mid-
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flowering (r2 ranging from 0.34 to 0.41). The RVI was negatively related to chlorophyll
readings. In addition, RVI decreased from the 1st week of flowering to mid-flowering.
All other VIs, NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI, and MSAVI2 were positively related to
chlorophyll reading, and increased as cotton developed from the 1st week of flowering to
mid-flowering.

Figure 44

Relationships between synchronous VIs and chlorophyll SPAD readings
value the 1st week of cotton flowering in 2013.
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Figure 45

Relationships between synchronous VIs and SPAD readings at midflowering in 2013.
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Figure 46

Relationships between synchronous VIs and chlorophyll SPAD readings
the 1st week of cotton flowering in 2014.
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Figure 47

Relationships between synchronous VIs and chlorophyll SPAD reading at
mid-flowering of cotton in 2014.

Leaf N Concentration
Relationships between VIs and leaf N concentration were fitted to linear
regression models (Figs. 48 to 51). Relationships were poor the 1st week of flowering
both in 2013 (r2 ranged from 0.11 to 0.14) and 2014 (r2 ranged from 0.25 to 0.35), and
strong at mid-flowering both in 2013 (r2 ranged from 0.84 to 0.85) and 2014 (r2 ranged
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from 0.70 to 0.72). Nelson (1949) reported that visual cotton N deficiencies have been
associated with a shift in leaf color from dark green to light green. Crop reflectance
measured by multi- and hyper-spectral instruments to contrast colors coupled with
physiological changes in leaf and plant structure is a strong indicator of cotton leaf N
status (Read et al., 2002; Buscaglia and Varco, 2002; Fridgen and Varco, 2004; Zhao et
al., 2005). In addition, Raper et al. (2013) found prior to early flowering, sensor readings
failed to consistently predict cotton leaf N status. Thus, from these results, VIs may be
more useful for leaf N concentration prediction at mid-flowering.
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Figure 48

Relationships between synchronous VIs and leaf N concentration the 1st
week of cotton flowering in 2013.
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Figure 49

Relationships between synchronous VIs and leaf N concentration at midflowering in 2013.
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Figure 50

Relationships between synchronous VIs and leaf N concentration the 1st
week of cotton flowering in 2014.
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Figure 51

Relationships between synchronous VIs and leaf N concentration at midflowering in 2014.

Lint Yield
Relationships between VIs and lint yield were fitted to quadratic regression
models for the 1st week of flowering in 2013 and late-flowering in 2014, but linear
models were fitted at mid-flowering to late-flowering in 2013 and the 1st week of
flowering to mid-flowering in 2014 (Figs. 52 to 57). These results were similar to
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Gutierrez et al. (2012) who reported that the spectral reflectance indices were associated
with plant growth and lint yield in upland cotton.
Linear regression equations were fitted to cotton lint yield as the dependent
variable and spectral indices at different growth stages as the independent variables. In
2013, VIs were intermediately related to lint yield the 1st week of flowering (r2 ranged
from 0.62 to 0.72). Relationships increased in strength from the 1st week of flowering to
mid-flowering (r2 ranged from 0.78 to 0.80). Relationships were observed to increase
slightly from mid-flowering to late-flowering (r2 ranged from 0.79 to 0.81). In 2014, VIs
were also intermediately related to lint yield the 1st week of flowering (r2 ranged from
0.68 to 0.76). However, relationships declined in strength at mid-flowering (r2 ranged
from 0.56 to 0.59). Strong relationships were observed at late-flowering (r2 ranged from
0.77 to 0.91). Relationships between VIs and lint yield were found to be growth-stage
dependent. These results are in agreement with those of Li et al. (2001) and Gutierrez et
al. (2012) who found that cotton lint yield and N uptake were related to NDVI measured
at peak bloom. They suggested that weaker correlations between VIs and lint yield at
early growth stages may be due to a lack of sufficient crop biomass and leaf area index to
adequately represent photosynthetic capacity and predict yield. In addition, Zhao et al.
(2007) reported that between early and peak bloom stages were the best times for
acquiring canopy reflectance in order to accurately estimate lint yield. Furthermore,
Emerine (2004) reported that cotton at the same pheno-stage in different fields within the
same year produced different results for the relationships between NDVI and cotton
yield; however, between the early and peak bloom stage resulted in the strongest
relationships. Sui et al. (2005) reported that PNI calculated from spectral reflectance of
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cotton canopy is closely related to yield (r2 = 0.82). These results indicated cotton yield
prediction can be determined as early as the 1st week of flowering.

Figure 52

Relationships between VIs the 1st week of flowering and lint yield of cotton
in 2013.
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Figure 53

Relationships between VIs at mid-flowering and lint yield of cotton in
2013.
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Figure 54

Relationships between VIs at late-flowering and lint yield of cotton in
2013.
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Figure 55

Relationships between VIs the 1st week of flowering and lint yield of cotton
in 2014.
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Figure 56

Relationships between VIs at mid-flowering and lint yield of cotton in
2014.
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Figure 57

Relationships between VIs at late-flowering and lint yield of cotton in
2014.

Cotton Biophysical Data Related to Grain Yield
Chlorophyll Readings
Relationships between chlorophyll readings and lint yield were fitted to quadratic
regression models the 1st week of flowering in 2013, while they were fitted to linear
regression models at mid-flowering in 2013, the 1st week of flowering, and mid-flowering
in 2014 (Figs. 58 and 59). In 2013, the relationship was strong the 1st week of flowering
(r2 = 0.72); however, it was poor at mid-flowering (r2 = 0.33). In 2014, the relationship
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was intermediate in strength the 1st week of flowering (r2 = 0.62), but increased in
strength at mid-flowering (r2 = 0.76). The results were similar to those of Bronson et al.
(2001) who reported that in-season chlorophyll readings of cotton were related to lint
yield.

Figure 58

Relationships between chlorophyll SPAD readings and cotton lint yield
response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2013.
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Figure 59

Relationships between chlorophyll SPAD readings and cotton lint yield
response to varying fertilizer N rates in 2014

Leaf N Concentration
Relationships between leaf N concentration and lint yield were fitted to quadratic
regression models in 2013 and to linear regression models in 2014 (Figs. 61 and 62). In
2013, leaf N concentration the 1st week of flowering was intermediately related to lint
yield (r2 = 0.49), but increased in strength at mid-flowering (r2 = 0.89). These results
were similar in 2014, where at the 1st week of flowering the r2 was 0.62 and increased to
0.72 at mid-flowering. These results were similar to Buscaglia and Varco (2002) who
reported that leaf N concentration was linearly related with the number of squares or bolls
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with r2 values of 0.52 and 0.59, respectively. Bronson et al. (2001) found that petiole
NO3- was related to lint yield; however, relationships varied between years and growth
stages. Relationships at later growth stages were stronger than at earlier developmental
stages.

Figure 60

Relationships between leaf N concentration and cotton lint yield response
to varying fertilizer N rates in 2013.
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Figure 61

Relationships between leaf N concentration and cotton lint yield response
to varying fertilizer N rates in 2014.

Multiple Linear Regression for Cotton Lint Yield Modeling
Results of MLR that utilized VI and chlorophyll readings acquired coincidently to
describe in-season lint yield are shown in Table 6. In 2013, MLRs that used VI and
chlorophyll readings were intermediate in strength r2 ranging from 0.64 to 0.67 the 1st
week of flowering. Results were comparable to or weaker than models which used VI’s
(r2 ranged from 0.62 to 0.72) or chlorophyll readings (r2 = 0.72) as independent variable.
However, MLRs at mid-flowering better described lint yield (r2 ranged from 0.89 to 0.90)
than models which used either a VI (r2 ranged from 0.78 to 0.80) or chlorophyll readings
(r2 = 0.33) as independent variables. In 2014, the r2 of MLRs both at 1st week of
flowering (r2 ranged from 0.83 to 0.88) and mid-flowering (r2 ranged from 0.83 to 0.84)
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were strong, and were greater than the r2 of the models that used VIs (ranged from 0.68 to
0.76 the 1st week of flowering and ranged from 0.56 to 0.59 at mid-flowering) or
chlorophyll content (r2 = 0.62 the 1st week of flowering and 0.76 at mid-flowering) as
single variables in linear or quadratic model.
Results of MLRs that used coincident VI and leaf N concentration as 2
independent variables to predict in-season lint yield are shown in Table 7. In 2013, the r2
values of MLRs the 1st week of flowering ranged from 0.76 to 0.80, and at mid-flowering
the value was 0.88. In 2014, the r2 of MLRs the 1st week of flowering ranged from 0.87 to
0.88 and at mid-flowering the value was 0.73. The MLRs which developed with a
combination of VI and leaf N concentration were superior to linear or quadratic models
which used VI or leaf N concentration as independent variables. However, at midflowering both in 2013 and 2014, r2 values were similar between MLRs and single
variable regression models.
Results of MLRs which used 3 independent variables such as VI, chlorophyll
readings, and leaf N concentration to describe in-season lint yield are shown in Table 8.
In 2013, the r2 of MLRs the 1st week of flowering ranged from 0.76 to 0.80 and at midflowering they ranged from 0.92 to 0.93. In 2014, the r2 of MLRs the 1st week of
flowering ranged from 0.88 to 0.89 and at mid-flowering they ranged from 0.83 to 0.92.
The MLRs developed with 3 independent variables to predict lint yield produced high r2
values; however, most of the models resulted in multicollinearity. Only models
developed at mid-flowering in 2013 did not show evidence of multicollinearity.
From these results, MLRs that were developed with 2 independent variables may
be more suitable for in-season lint yield prediction than using 3 independent variable
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models to avoid issues with multicollinearity. In addition, the 2 independent variables
MLRs were more appropriate than 1 independent variable models as r2 values indicated
stronger relationships. For the 1st week of flowering, MLRs developed with VI’s and leaf
N concentration as independent variables were superior to MLRs that were developed
with VI’s and chlorophyll readings. However, at mid-flowering, MLRs that were
developed with VI’s and chlorophyll readings as independent variables were better.
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Table 6

Multiple linear regressions for lint yield describing using a combination of
synchronous pheno-stage VI and chlorophyll reading of cotton in 2013 and
2014.

2013 1st week of flowering
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs)
M
-659.525
-595.862
58.299 M
RVI
NDVI
-1603.783
675.294 M
66.465 M
-286.755
2475.850 M
37.844 M
GNDVI
66.443 M
SAVI
-1602.833
451.697 M
58.323 M
MSAVI2
-1256.406
596.766 M
2013 mid-flowering
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs)
56.108
RVI
202.532
-2223.311
62.077
NDVI
-2144.624
2812.435
59.290
GNDVI
-1827.462
3663.383
54.326
SAVI
-1815.875
1926.326
56.126
MSAVI2
-2021.000
2225.193
st
2014 1 week of flowering
Intercept (SPAD)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs)
51.529
RVI
811.591
-2224.450
50.262
NDVI
-1299.785
3232.683
56.658
GNDVI
-1239.473
2790.721
50.268
SAVI
-1300.009
2158.752
51.518
MSAVI2
-1412.067
2227.132
2014 mid-flowering
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs) Intercept (SPAD)
66.496
RVI
-1083.900
-1033.806
67.427
NDVI
-1993.563
1016.455
68.660
GNDVI
-2105.454
1322.623
67.384
SAVI
-1992.483
680.251
66.474
MSAVI2
-2116.237
1034.037
** = model was significant at p < 0.01
*** = model was significant at p < 0.001
M
= Multicollinearity was present among independent variables.
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r2
0.65**
0.64**
0.67***
0.64**
0.65**
r2
0.90***
0.90***
0.90***
0.89***
0.90***
r2
0.88***
0.87***
0.83***
0.87***
0.88***
r2
0.84***
0.83***
0.83***
0.83***
0.84***

Table 7

Multiple linear regressions for lint yield describing using a combination of
synchronous pheno-stage VI and leaf N concentration of cotton in 2013 and
2014.

2013 1st week of flowering
Intercept (leaf N)
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs)
690.742
RVI
-201.532
-1280.526
NDVI
-1578.562
2010.393
716.961
628.216
GNDVI
-1122.588
3307.790
716.962
SAVI
-1578.610
1343.304
690.860
MSAVI2
-1482.554
1283.503
2013 mid-flowering
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs) Intercept ( leaf N )
387.039 M
RVI
247.565
-637.761 M
412.459 M
NDVI
-404.590
635.213 M
391.448 M
GNDVI
-306.158
1020.221 M
437.214 M
SAVI
-443.419
246.627 M
386.998 M
MSAVI2
-389.949
638.537 M
2014 1st week of flowering
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs) Intercept ( leaf N )
196.040
RVI
2217.452
-2230.264
196.077
NDVI
43.618
3248.454
235.567
GNDVI
205.004
2906.763
196.114
SAVI
43.483
2169.299
196.048
MSAVI2
-12.548
2233.009
2014 mid-flowering
VIs
Constant
Intercept (VIs) Intercept ( leaf N )
432.883
RVI
103.817
-497.305
437.605
NDVI
-331.123
489.296
468.162
GNDVI
-381.230
427.756
436.935
SAVI
-330.634
329.538
432.481
MSAVI2
-393.040
499.330
*** = model was significant at p < 0.00
M
= Multicollinearity was present among independent variables.
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r2
0.77***
0.76***
0.80***
0.76***
0.77***
r2
0.88***
0.88***
0.88***
0.88***
0.88***
r2
0.88***
0.87***
0.87***
0.87***
0.88***
r2
0.73***
0.73***
0.73***
0.73***
0.73***

Table 8

Multiple linear regressions for lint yield describing using the combination of
the synchronous pheno-stage VI, chlorophyll content, and leaf N
concentration of cotton in 2013 and 2014
2013 1st week of flowering

VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2
VIs
RVI
NDVI
GNDVI
SAVI
MSAVI2

Constant
-717.304
-2063.267
-851.825
-2062.172
-1820.581
Constant
-931.173
-2037.228
-1879.073
-1894.272
-1976.838
Constant
1089.793
-472.050
2288.373
-470.525
-1114.494
Constant
-1050.261
-2061.139
252.709
-2060.556
-2306.281

Intercept (SPAD)

Intercept (leaf N)

r2

11.392 M

651.053

0.77***

M

654.160

0.76***

M

1062.356
1105.544 M
2013 mid-flowering
Intercept (VIs)
Intercept (SPAD)
42.509
-1045.566
45.778
1371.478
44.487
1816.395
40.368
772.399
42.525
1047.310

650.785
654.298
651.167

0.80***
0.76***
0.77***

Intercept (leaf N)
257.952
250.109
247.314
289.200
257.780

r2
0.93***
0.93***
0.93***
0.92***
0.93***

2014 1st week of flowering
Intercept (VIs)
Intercept (SPAD)
40.398 M
-2210.604
18.750 M
3212.616
-74.336 M
3315.152
18.690 M
2145.410
40.177 M
2213.105

Intercept (leaf N)
45.754 M
127.535 M
495.959 M
127.796 M
46.611 M

r2
0.88***
0.88***
0.89***
0.88***
0.88***

Year 2014mid-flowering
Intercept (VIs)
Intercept (SPAD)
75.404 M
-1258.038
71.189 M
1107.684
2.153 M
2134.981
71.174 M
741.698
75.367 M
1257.819

Intercept (leaf N)
-96.334 M
-39.810 M
179.678 M
-40.123 M
-96.188 M

r2
0.84***
0.83***
0.92***
0.83***
0.84***

Intercept (VIs)
-1102.937 M
1588.911

M

3624.743

M
M

16.851

-8.028
16.813 M
11.389 M

*** = model was significant at p < 0.001
M
= Multicollinearity was present among independent variables.
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CONCLUSIONS

Vegetation indices derived from aerial imagery could be used to differentiate
varying N supply or stress and to predict in-season grain yield for corn beginning at V5 to
V6; however, models derived from later growth stages were stronger than at earlier
growth stages. Some single independent variable models developed with VIs, chlorophyll
readings, and plant tissue N concentration were superior to 2 independent variable MLR
models that there were dependent on year and growth stages. The 3 independent variable
MLRs developed with that used VI’s, chlorophyll readings, and plant tissue N
concentration as independent variables were not effective due to the presence of
multicollinearity.
For cotton, using VIs derived from aerial imagery to detect varying N supply may
depend on environmental factors such as soil and weather. However, they may useful for
in-season lint yield prediction beginning the 1st week of flowering; nonetheless, later
growth stages demonstrated a greater ability in describing yield. In addition, VIs derived
from aerial imagery were similar to or more related to yield than chlorophyll content and
leaf N concentration. The MLRs developed with 2 independent variables may be more
suitable for in-season lint yield prediction than single independent variable models and 3
independent variable MLR’s. The r2 values of 2 variable MLR models developed with
119

VIs together with leaf N concentration or chlorophyll reading varied with cotton growth
stages.
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